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89-22 January 5, 1989 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
AREA STUDENTS ON DEAN'S LIST 
CHARLESTON, IL--Several area students have been named 
to the Eastern Illinois University Dean's List for the fall 
semester. 
To be named to the Dean's List, a student must be in 
the top 10 percent of his or her college while carrying a 
full course load. 
The same eligibility requirements apply to students with 
undeclared majors and those enrolled in the Board of Governors 
Bachelor of Arts degree program. 
Students from EIU's six colleges (Applied Sciences, Liberal 
Arts and Sciences, Business, Education, Fine Arts, and Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation) are included on the Dean's 
List. 
-30-
Note to the Editor: Attached is a list of students who have 
been named to the Dean's List. In most cases, the city will 
be sorted under the proper county designation. 
EASTEfi" ILLINOIS UNIVEH~ltf 
Ul00--65 DEAN°! LIST FOR FALL 1988 PAGE r. 
121'171'88 CCO - IN~ALID COD 
.. 
~ 
'"' NAME STIOEET CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS MA.J MA.JOR OESCAIPTIC~ 
NETHERTON SHERYL y 48Q«i • •INDSOA CHAMPAIGh IL 61821 4 091 BCG PROGRAM 
"" 
LOYALL FRANK L 530 REYNOLDS •90 CHARLESTON IL 6l«i20 3 027 SPECIAL EDUCATJCr. 
... 
MALEHORN STEVEN H 1026 4TH ST CHAALESTCN IL 61920 4 COt BOTANY 
MARCUSSEN REBECCA .J lOU S WILLOW EFFINGHAM IL 62401 3 003 A fiT 
TROUT MARGARET L AT 1 BOX 9.A FLORA IL t2839 • C15 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
NALE VICKIE LYNN AT 1 BOX 476 GEOAGETO•N IL 61832 3 028 SP PATH & A'-0 C no TCH CERH 
CASEY ANGELA SUZANNE 1104 STINSON MAT TOC"" IL 61938 4 061 PSYCI10LCGY 
MCFARLAND KAREN LEE 1109 EO GAR MATTCCr. IL t1938 3 CO:! ART 
SMITH LINDA M 1301 .JONATHAN DR OLNEY IL 62450 4 007 ACCOUNTING 
SPIVEY KAREN .J 276 ILLINOIS DRIVE RANTOUL IL 61e66 4 113 CAREER CCCUPITIChS 
THUESTAO GEORGIA L 99 CIRCLE OR RANTOUL IL 61866 4 oc;t BOG PROGRAM 
SMITH MYRA E PO BOX 147 RIOGEFARM IL 61870 4 113 CAREER CCCUPATICNS 
EASTERh ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
U100--65 DEAN'S LIST FOR FALL 1988 PAGE 2 
121'17/88 CC5 - BOND 
NAME STREET CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS .. A.J MA.JOR DESCAIPTIC~ 
KAPP MICHELE C 501 KILLARNEY GREENVILLE IL 62246 4 105 COMPUTATIONAL .. ATt4EMATICS 
UlOG-465 DEAN'! LIST FOR FALL 1988 PACiE 3 
121'171'88 Oil - BUREAU 
NAME STREET CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS MA.J MA.JOR DESCRIPTION 
COOK ELDON CHARLES 21 N GOSSE PRINCETON IL 61356 4 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
DOUBET KRISTINA .JOY Ill S HOMER ST PfiJNCETON IL 61356 2 C6t SPEECt4 co•Mur.ICATIC"' 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
UIOQ-465 DEAN°5 LIST FCR FALL 1988 PAGE 4 
12/17/88 Cl3 - CALHOU" 
NAME SJAEET CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS JIA.J •A.JCfi DESCfiiFTIC" 
KINDER GARY .JOHN AT 1 80X 159 GCLDEh EAGLE IL 62036 4 01e COMPUTER MANAGE .. ENT 








HUSTON KIMBERLY K 




CLARk JERRY •AYNE 
CURRIO PEGGY LYNN 
GERLACH LINDA MARJE 
kENNEN CHRISTINE A 
BROCk SUSAN RENEE 
LEE OAVIO SCOTT 
REYNOLDS MICHELLE R 
STRANGE LISA SHA•N 
LUTTON CHRISTINE C 
SCHMIDT SUSAN K 
~OHNSON PEGGY LYNNE 
KAISER kELLE SUE 
RODGERS kELLI ANN 
FRANZEN DANIEL RAY 
LOPEZ ~OHN MICHAEL 
HUNTER LINDA C 
ALLISON BONNIE LYNN 
MACKEY CHAO ARTHUR 
BAL8AC~ JOHN JACOB 
STREET 
102 STATE RO 
STREET 
RT 1e BOX 28 
RTE U BOX 28 
STREET 
3305 BRENTW()OO 
1607 CAROLYN DA 
1737 WESTHAVEN OR 
2101 GEORGETO•N CJR 
RT le BOX 47 
104 S WALL 
eax see 
504 N DORCHESTER CT 
204 CIRCLE DRIVE 
406 KNOLLS OR.BX273 
RT 2. BOX 126 
357 W CHAMPAIGN AV 
1429 PINE AVE 
BOX 223 
705 a CHURCH 
RT 2. BOX 235 
1210 MEADOW LN 
210 " CORY 
1005 S DOUGLAS 
Ut:."n- .;; ... & .o11 • • vn. • .,....,..., 
015 - CARROLL 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
JolT CAI'ROLL JL 61053 
EASlER~ ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
OEAN•S LIST FOR FALL 1988 
CH 7 - CASS 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
BEAICDSTCWN IL 62618 
BEAROSTCWN IL 62618 
OEAN•S LIST FOR FALL 1988 
e19 - Ct1Afo4PAIGN 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
CHAJo4PAIGN IL t:1821 
CHAMPAIGN IL 61821 
CHAMPAIGN IL 61820 
CHAJo4PAIGN IL 61821 
DEWEY IL 61840 
FINDLAY IL 62534 
IL 61853 
MAHOMET IL 61853 
MATTOCN IL 61'i38 
PHILO H. 61864 
RAN TOLL IL 61866 
RANTOUL IL 61866 
RANlOl.L IL 61866 
ROYAL IL 61871 
SAVOY IL 61874 
ST JOSEPH IL 61873 
TOLONO IL 61880 
TCLONC IL 61880 
URBANA IL 61801 




124 PRE-BUS I NE 55 
C20 FINANCE 
CLASS 
cc~ _.,,. T 
C33 JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION 
3 015 ELEMENTARY ECUCAliON 
2 c:n H0Jo4E ECCN0Jo41CS 
3 017 ENGLISH 
3 054 
ELE~ENTARY EDUCATION 
ceo UNDECLARED UNOERGRAO MAJOR 
2 124 
3 Cl5 ELEJo4ENTARY EDUCATION 
042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
cu PSYCt'OLCGY 
4 069 ZOOLOGY 
2 ceo 
2 CE9 ZOOLOGY 
4 065 SCCICLOGY 
3 017 
4 JUNIOR HIGH SCt'OOL EOl.CATION 




BRACHEAA ~ANET KAY 
DIPIETRO ~ULIE 8 
GRANT ROBIN ANN 
HENINGER MICHELLE A 
MANSFIELD MATTHE• A 
MOLLOHAN GARY A 




CORNWELL DUSKA ~ 
HUISINGA DALE LEROY 
POGUE ~OHN MICHAEL 
RARDIN KIRK BRADLEY 
SMITH ALICIA HELEN 
WHITLING SHEARYL A 
.. EST BRIAN DUANE 
BUCHER SHEAAI LYN~ 
MCQUEEN LISA ANN 
MCCOY SHERRY LOUISE 
STEWART TIFFANI KAY 
STROHM SHERR! LYN~ 
STREET 
Po eox 211 
509 W VINE 
223 W MARKET 8X349 
510 W MAIN CROSS 
509 E MAIN CROSS 
2217 BIG BEND RD 
2800 E PARK 
STREET 
AT 2o BOX 204A 
AT 2o BOX 41B 
RA J BOX 362 
RT 2o BOX 174A 
ATE •J BOX 23 
AT 2 BOX 89 
ATE 2 BOX 1JlA 
RT •• eox .3.31 
ATE 2 
RT 2 
f<T J. BOX 190 
RT 2o BOX 61 
EASTER~ ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
DEAN•S LIST FOR FALL 1988 
(21 - CHIHSTIAN 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
MCRRISCNVILLE IL 62546 
TAYLOICVILLE IL 62568 
TAYLOIOVILLE IL 62568 
TAYLOIOVILLE IL 62568 
TAYLOPVILLE IL 62568 
TAYLOIOVILLE IL 62568 
TAYLORVILLE IL 62568 
DEAN'S LIST FOR FALL 1966 
(23 - CLARK 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
CASEY IL 62420 
CASEY IL 62420 
CASEY IL 62420 
CASEY IL 62420 
CASEY IL 62420 
CASEY IL 
GREENLP IL 62428 
MARSHALL IL E2441 
MARSHALL lL 
MARTINSVILLE lL 62442 
MARTINSVILLE IL 62442 









































SP PATH £ A~O (l•D TCH CERT) 
ACCCUNTING 
JCUI<NALISM 















FFiE ... CH 
HOME ECCNOMICS 
... 
EASTER!\ ILLINCIS UNIVERSITY 
Ul00-465 DEAN°S LIST FOR FALL 1988 PAGE 10 
12/17/88 025 - CLAY 
NAME STREET CITY-STATE liP CLASS .,AJ MAJOR DESCRIPTICN 
•ELLS SANDRA KAY 1030 VANDALIA RO LOUISVILLE IL 62858 3 Ot:1 PSYCHOLCGY .. 
BAILEY ANN ~ICOLE AT 1. BOX 89 XENIA IL t:28<i9 J 124 PRE-BUSII'IESS 
HARRELL DIANE RENEE RT 1 XENIA elL 62899 4 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
---. - - -
U100-465 DEAN•S LIST FOR FALL 1986 PAGE 11 
12/17/88 0<:7 - CLINTCN 
NAME STREET CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS .,AJ MAJOR DESCRIPTION 
NETEMEYER GARY WM 203 S FRANCIS ST ALBERS IL 62215 4 C20 FINANCE 
DIERKES CRAIG ALAN 1600 •• MAIN BELLVILLE IL t:2220 C20 ' 4 FINANCE 
HUELS GAIL MARIE l7Jl FAIRFAX ST CARLYLE IL 62231 4 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
RAKERS BARBARA KAY RT J. BOX l8A CARLYLE IL 62231 4 007 ACCCUI'oTII\G 
WESSELMANN KAREN A RT 3 CARLYLE IL 62231 1 O.H HCJIIE ECONOMICS 
DARLING-OWEN DARYLE 3120 PINE AVE MATTCCI\ IL 61920 4 C69 ZCOLCGY 
HEMPEN LV .. N MARIE 1100 EAST HANOVER NEW AACEN IL ~2265 3 CH SPEECH CCMMt,;" IC A liON 
023 GERMAN 




POSTLEWAIT KELLY ~ 
TURNER CARLA LEIGH 
BEAVERS DENNIS D 
CAMPBELL CHRISTl L 
COMPTON KENNETH DALE 
CROY DEBRA DEE 
DUTTA SARAH 
HEATH KELLY ANN 
HEISt; RVTHANN E 
HICKENBOTTOM SAR~ 
LATEEF REZWAN A 
MCCONAGHY WILLIAM B 
MCDEVITT MATTHE• ~ 
MILLER MICHAEL C 
NEES TRINA L 
NIELSEN RITA IRENE 
PARCELLS AMY D 
PETERS MATT WAYNE 
PIERSON EMILY ~ANE 
PROCTOR MEG~N AhNE 
QUIHN DEBORAH .J 
QUINN WALTER .JAMES 
REARDON WILLIAM LEE 
SCHMITZ TIMOTHY ~OHN 
SMITH MARK ALLEN 
TRELZ GREGORY R 
WEBSTER MIChAEL S 
WILLIAMS SARAH LYNN 
STREET 
PO BOX 204 
ATE •1 BOX 171 
1809 CLEVELAND 
1207 .OODLA•N OR 
300 PCLK ST 
E80 1UH ST 
65 MITCHELL AY 
1520 JACKSON 
1014 ~ACKSON 
703 N 5TH 
1831 ASHBY DRIVE 
938 BIGGS OR *6 
2709 1/2 4TH ST 
2009 MCKINLEY 
9 OFICHARO DRIVE 
417 • POLK 
2228 UNIVERSITY 
739 FOLK 
1813 PHILLIPS PL 
FIT 3 BOX 198 
UNIV APT 70 S 4TH 
307 MONROE 
307 POLK 
20 CIRCLE DRIVE 
AT •• BOX 72 
1706 REYNOLDS OA 
1826 ASHBY OR 
904 6TH ST 
EASTERh ILLINCIS UNIVERSITY 
DEAN•S LIST FOR FALL 1988 
029 - COLES 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
ASHMORE IL 61912 
ASHMORE IL 61912 
CHARLESTCN IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTCN IL 61920 
CHARLESTCN IL 61920 
CHARLESTCN IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHAI<LESTCN IL 61920 
CHARLESTCN IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 6l'i20 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61'»20 
CHARLESTCN u. 61920 
CHARLESTCN IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL El920 
CHAI<LESTCN IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTGh IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CI'IARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL E1920 



















































UhOECLAAEO U~DEAGAAO fiAJCR 
SPANISH 
UhOECLAPEO U~CERGRAO fiAJO .. 
PRE-ENGINEERING 
PSYCHOLOGY 















SP PATH & AUD (1.0 TCH CEPT) 
UlOQ-465 DEAN°S LIST FCR FALL 1988 PAGE 13 
12/17/88 029 - COLES 
( -
NAME STREET C lTV-STATE ZIP CL.&SS II.&J MAJCR OESCRIPTICN 
YOUNG KRISTINA ANN 2800 KU4WOOO CHARLESTON IL 61920 3 Ot:E SPEECH CC!Iot,..lJI\ lC.I"f ION 
JAMES TWILA R e08 S 5TH EFFINGH.&"' IL 62401 4 CO:! ART 
KENNEDY EILEEN R 1122 FOSTER AVE LAKE BLUFF IL 6C044 4 017 ENGLISH 
DENNIS JODI MARIE 500 PRICE MATTOCN IL 61938 4 C27 SPECIAL EOUC.&"TICI\ 
DOTY LISA RENE 2708 CEDAR AVE IUTTOCN IL 61938 4 040 MEDICAL TECt<hOLCGY 
ERVIN RANDY JOE 314 ILLINOIS AVE MATTOC" IL 61938 4 coo UI\CECLA~EC U"DE~GRAO IIAJCR 
GIBSON BRETT LANE 1624 FROSTWOOO LN MATTCCI\ IL 61938 2 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
HINES JULIE DEANNE t:08 S 21ST MATTOCI\ IL 61938 4 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
I 
JENKINS JASON EUGENE 209 HICKORY LANE MATTOCN IL 61938 4 017 E"'GLISH 
PETAK LEE ANN 317 BROADWAY MATTOCI\ IL El938 4 0"2 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
SMITH BRYAN A 801 s 16TH MATTCC" JL 61938 4 C61 PSYCHOLOGY 
SMITH JACKY-JOE 1909 llotOULTRJE MATTOCN JL E1938 3 Ct:8 THEATRE ARTS 
THOMAS VALORIE RUTH 1604 S 9TH ST MATTCCI\ IL 61938 4 cu PSYCHOLOGY 
TJTLEY CRAIG EUGENE 1516 STINSON MATTOON IL 61938 4 017 EI\GLISH 
TITLEY CRAIG EUGE"E 1516 STINSON MATTOCI\ IL 61938 4 ((9 MANAGEMENT 
WOOD TONIA GALE 909 s 17TH ST MATTOCI\. IL 61938 4 010 MARKETING 
HUFFMAN MARK EDWA~C RT •• BOX 157 OAKLAND IL 61943 2 Ot:3 SOCIAL SCIEP.CE (11/CE~T) 
RICHMAN LAURIE I< BOX 222 OAKLA"O IL 61943 000 UNDECLARED U"OE~GR.&O "'.&JOR 




MURPHY ALANNA LYN 
SPANIER CHRISTINE M 
VAGN CAROL 
VANNI DEBRA S 
KONOPACKI SUZAN MARY 
MUELLER KERRY JO 
AHERN SALLY ANNE 
HELFERS DIANE MARIE 
MRAZ DENISE LYNN 
SALMONS SHERRY 0 
LECLAIRE DANIEL N 
BRANKIN PATRICK T 
DAVIS THOMAS WILLIAN 
ELLISON ELAINE 0 
GRIFFIN JAMES J 
GUOITIS CAROLYN JEAN 
KRUTO DIANE BABETTE 
LETSOS BARBARA AN~ 
QUINN EDWARD PHILLIP 
SCHRIEBER MICHAEL C 
SLAUGHTER CHERYL L 
WALLACE BOBBY RAY 
BASILE GIGI L 
BAYER HEIDI KARIN 
LABELLE NANCY LYNN 
HOLUBEK SHARON LYNN 
STREET 
816 S WALNUT 
3327 N BETTY OR 
802 W HACKBERRY 
336 S DALE 
RT 1e BOX 215 
12101 S NAPLE 
96 1 Hll STEO OA I< 
1338 MILL CREEK OR 
1261 RADCLIFFE 
1300 aAGON •HEEL 
535 HOLLY LYNN CT 
3831 W 109TH ST 
3803 W CULLON 
6818 S SANGAMON 
4547 S EMERALD AV 
1035€: SAWYER 
!:124 N KEELER 
5701 N SHERIDAN *30T 
10444 S HAMLIN 
6047 N WHIPPLE 
6527 S MARSHFIELD *2 
12720 SAGINAlll 
1005 D•AMICO DR 
161 SERENA OR 
50 HCLBROOK F<O 
10832 S OAK 
EASTER~ ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
DEAN•S LIST FOR FALL 1988 
031 - COOK 
CITY-SlATE ZIP 
ARLINGTON HTS IL 60005 
ARLINGTON HTS IL 60004 
ARLINGTON HTS IL 60004 
AF<LINGTON HTS IL €:0004 
BEECHEI< IL 6 0401 
BLUE ISLAND IL f0406 
BUFFALC GROVE IL 60089 
BLFFALO GROVE IL 60089 
8UFFALC GROVE IL 6008<; 
CANTO~ Nl 48188 
CARY IL 60013 
CHICAGO IL 60655 
CHICAGC IL 60618 
CHICAC:O (L 60621 
CHICAGO IL 60609 
CHICAGC IL 60655 
CHICAGC IL 60630 
CHICAGO IL 60f60 
CHICAGO IL 60655 
CHICAGO IL 60659 
CHICAGC IL 60636 
CHICAGO IL 60633 
CHICA<;C HTS IL 60411 
CHICAGO HTS IL 60411 
CHICAGO l'iTS IL 60411 




























































UNDECLARED UNCERGPAD MAJOR 
SCC IOLOG'Y 
UNDECLARED U~DERGRAD ~AJOR 
PCLITICAL SCIE~CE 
SPEECH COMM~~ICATIC~ 










JUNIOR HIGH SCHCCL ECUCAliCN 





SHEEHAN SHARON ANNE 
LINDEMULDER GREGO~Y 
TRAUSCH MICHAEL J 
NIEMANN ELEANOR F 
ALLEN THOMAS M 
IAPICHINO DENISE M 
FITZGERALD WILLIAM D 
KLENN JODI GAIL 
ROT I DONNA JOAN 
EISAMAN DEBRA S 
EISAMAN REGE SCOTT 
REIDY TRACEE MARIE 
CHAMBERS KRISTEN P 
DYSON CATHERINE G 
EHRLICH FELICE M 
NUCKOLS LINDA DIA~E 
DRESCHLER BRIAN liM 
VANCE DAVID GLENN 
CURTIN EDIIARD M 
BRUCE LAURA ANN 
BRUZAN VINCENT N 
KERN MARY KAREN 
FRIGO PATRICIA ANN 
ZAJAC VICTORIA LYNN 
YATES BETH ELLEN 
CLAVIO MARGARET MARY 
HUTTON MICHELLE LEE 
STREET 
5837 W 108TH PL 
739 II HAZEL 
770 Se IIESTGATE RD. 
15125 EVERS 
777 DIERKING TERRACE 
1462 KATHLEEN IIAY 
lS25 MARENGO 
608 GLENCOE RO M2A 
1122 NEVADA 
3416 CHESTNUT OR 
3416 CHESTNUT DR 
8130 II 90TH ST 
1035 NOTTINGHAM 
895 CONCORD LN 
2239 LANGDON PL 
1247 BIRCH RD 
209 BROKER 
411 S RUSH 
21770 W HIDDEN ~ALY 
809 COUNTRY CLUB OR 
1034 MEAOOWCREST 
1022 FRANZ DRIVE 
19140 GREENBAY 
18028 LORENZ 
904 HILLVIEW OR 
15038 WOODCREST AVE 
BX246 503 CHESTNUT 
DEAN'S LIST FCR FALL 1988 
CJ1 - COOK 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
CHICAGC ~lOGE lL 60415 
OECATI.JR IL 62526 
DES PL.tiNES IL 60016 
DCLTOI\ IL 60419 
ELK Gf<CVE IL 60007 
ELK GROVE lL 60007 
FOREST PI< lL 60130 
GLENCCE IL 60022 
GLENiiiCCD lL 60425 
HANOVER PK IL 60103 
HAZEL CREST IL 60o\29 
HAZEL CREST IL 60429 
HlCKOR'r tilLLS lL 60457 
HCFFM,t~ EST lL 60195 
HOFFMAN EST lL 60195 
HOFFMAI\o ESTES IL 60195 
HCMEIIOOO lL 6Co\30 
ITASCA IL 60143 
ITASCA IL 60143 
KILDEER IL 
LAGRA~GE IL 60525 
LAGRA!I.GE IL 60525 
LAKE FOREST IL 60045 
LANSI~G IL 60438 
LANSING IL 60438 
LEMONT IL 60o\39 
LOCKPCRT IL 60441 


















































































KENT DOROTHY JEAN 
SCHUCK Ll SA ANN 
AYYAO NABEEL 
JANU BRUCE DAVID 
ONEILL CHERYL MARl 
SHEPARD LYNNE ANN 
BARCUS OA WN E 
HANSEN ELIZABETH A 
KLUJIAN ARMEN PETER 
HAMAN THOMAS JOHN 
BROWN DANIEL JAMES 
BROWN TERRENCE A JR 
CHAIIiEY SCOTT LEE 
HOFMANN BRANDON R 
SICHER DONNA MARIE 
VENTIMIGLIA ANTHONY 
HANNION CONNIE MA~IE 
KOHLER MARY THERESE 
NENOZA SUSAN CAROL 
KALTENBACH BARBARA L 
MCDERMOTT TODD S 
MALIS ELLEN MARIE 
PAVELICH LAURA L 
SMITH SCOTT PATRICK 
BARR DAVID W 
HOLSCHUH NANCY K 
KLOCK KIMBERLY ANNE 
STREET 
RT 2o BOX 268 
14345 KARLOV 
9248 N OSCEOLA 
1742 CARIB LN 
510 N ELMHURST 
421 N FAIRVIEW 
315 REO OAK RO 
3831 RUSSETT CT 
5673 N CRESCENT AVE 
16405 LAURA LN 
16-'C5 LAURA LN 
15008 MISSION 
15333 LAS FLORES 
15625 VISTA 
926-' S 55TH AVE 
50-'0 LAMB OR 
10828 S LARAMIE 
11-'4 S SCOVILLE AVE 
209 S HARVEY 
89-'1 TIMOTHY CT 
14555 VALLEY VIEW CT 
17183 HILL CREEK CT 
211 RICHARDS OR 
936 TOPANGA OR 
1051 PLATE OR 
EASTER~ ILLINCIS UNIVERSITY 
DEAN•S LIST FOR FALL 1988 
C:!l - COOK 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
MATTOON IL 61938 
M IOLOTt< I AN IL 60445 
MCRTO" GROVE IL 60053 
MT PROSPECT IL 60056 
MT PRCSPECT IL 60056 
MT PROSPECT IL 6C056 
NORTHBROOK IL 60062 
NCRTHEJ<COK IL 60062 
NORTHBROOK IL 60062 
NCRWOCO PARK IL 60t:31 
OAK FOREST IL 60452 
OAK FOREST IL 60-'52 
OAK FCREST IL 60-'52 
OAK FCREST IL 60452 
OAK FOREST IL 60-'52 
OAK FCREST IL 60-'52 
60453 
OAK L~IIIN IL 60453 
t:0453 
OAK PARK IL 60304 
OAK PARK IL 60302 
ORLAND PARK IL 60-'62 
ORLAND PARK IL t:0-'62 
ORLAND PARK IL 60462 
PALATIJI.E IL t:0067 
IL 60067 




















































UNDECLARED UhOERGRAO "AJCR 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ELEIIENTARY ECUCATION 

























ROSE JENNIFER E 
ROSSINI STEPHEN J 
WOLD KEITH ROBERT 
JOSEPHSON LEANNE M 
CHAMBERS JAMES M 
HAAR SUZANNE E 
HURCKES JENNIFER R 
KELM KAREN ANN 
CIPRIAN CAT~ERINE T 
MORENO DANIELA J 
INGERSOLL CATHERINE 
PLACEK JE~NIFER LYNN 
NICHOLSON MICHAEL S 
PAVLICK WILLIAM III 
BOHAN RICHARD GLE~ 
MICHALEK RACQUEL ANN 
FEELEY SUSAN MARY 
HAGOPIAN RENEE 
LEMRISE DAVID GERARD 
NELSON JENNIFER LYNN 
POE MICHAEL S 
MASDEN PAMELA ANN 
RODERICK HEIDI MARIE 
LULICH RONALD GUY 
NOLAN TIMOTHY G 
WORTHY DAVID CHARLES 
WOOYNSKI CHRISTINE M 
MELUM KENT ERIC 
STREET 
1836 GOODWIN •tA 
722 N WILLIAMS OR 
E5 KING GEORGE Cl 
12515 5 72ND CT 
320 •INNEBAGO 
250 FIR 
73 BLACKHAWK DR 
108 .ELL 
1009 S PROSPECT 
501 S CUMBERLAND 
1328 IDLEWILD 
108 CROFTWOOD CT 
415 E WISE RO 
48 SCHREIBER 
1047 E 161 ST 
16948 KINBARK AVE 
1222 ALLISON LN 
307 ASHWOOD 
1915 CLOVERDALE CT 
5116 W PRATT 
218 CAROL CT 
4101 S MAPLE AV 
109 • KENNEDY DR 
64 II'<OlANWOOO 
17119 S 67TH CT 
19 HIGHLAKE AVE 
8637 DUNBAR 
0S612 WVNWOOD RO 
OEAN•S LIST FOR FALL 1988 
031 - COOK 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
PALATINE IL 60061 
PAL AT l"E IL 60061 
PALATI"E IL 60067 
PALOS I-TS IL 60463 
PARK FCf<EST IL 60466 
PARK FOREST IL 60466 
PARK FCREST IL 60466 
PARK FOREST IL 
PARK RIDGE IL 60068 
PARK R lOGE IL 60068 
AND L~ BEACH lL 60073 
RCL 0 G MEADOWS IL 6CC08 
RCSELLE lL 60193 
ROSELLE IL 60172 
S HOLLAND IL 60473 
S HOLLAND IL 60473 
SCHAUMBURG IL 60194 
SCHAU,.BURG IL 60193 
SCHAU,.BURG IL 60194 
SKOKIE IL 60077 
STEGER IL 60475 
STICKNEY IL 60402 
60107 
THORNTCN lL 60476 
TINLEY PARK IL 60477 
•esT CHICAGO IL 60185 
60480 























































UNDECLARED UNOERGRAD •AJCR 
I 























MAIELLA ANITA LYNh 
STREET 





SCHILLER YVONNE ANN 
•ooDRICH .JA .. NA S 
BAILEY TREVOR ALLAN 
ENGLISH DEBRA LYNN 
.JAEGER TIMOTHY .JANES 
PARKER AMY RENEE 
REINOEHL HOLLY SUE 
•RIGHT DARIN KEITH 




OAKLEY BOBBIE .JO 
TUCKER BRUCE WAYNE 
PIERCE KIMBERLY KAI 
HAWES GAYLE LANELL 
MARTIN KATHLEEN L 
WALK SANDRA KAY 
SUOKAMP DANIELE ANN 
STREET 
40.3 W TEXAS 
RT 1• BOX 136 
1406 N ARGUS 
903 SOUTH ROBS 
109 WEST ASH 
RT 2. BOX 285A 
202 S KING 
1103 WILLOW DRIVE 
1605 WILLOW •215 
STREET 
2112 VAN BUREN 
AR 4 eox 322A 
AT 2. BOX 202 
AT 1. BOX 53 
AT 1 BOX 335 
PO BOX 6 
EASTER .. ILLINOIS UNIV~~SITY 
DEAN•S LIST FOR FALL 1988 
031 - COCK 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
IL 60482 
U~AN·~ Ll~l r~" ~~L~ &~uu 
C.J.J - CRAWFCRO 
C lTV-STATE ZIP 
OBLONG IL 62449 
PALES liNE IL 
RCBINSCN IL 62454 
ACiB IN SON IL 62454 
ROBINSCN IL 62454 
ROBINSCN IL 62454 
RCA IN SON IL 62454 
RCBINSCN IL 62454 
URBANA IL 61801 
EASTER~ ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
DEAN•S LIST FOR FALL 1988 
C.J5 - CUfiBEJ;LAIIIO 
C lTV-STATE ZIP 
CHARLESTCN IL 61920 
CHARLESTCN IL ~1920 
GREENUP IL 6242e 
.JEWETT IL 62436 
NEOGA IL ~2447 
NEOGA IL 62447 
SIGEL IL 62462 
PAGE 18 
CLASS I'AJ MAJCR OESCJ;IFTIC~ 
1C7 JOURNALISfol 
CLASS IIA.J MAJCR OESCRIPTIC~ 
045 MUSIC 





2 015 ELEfiENTAJ;Y EOUCATICI\ 
Cfl PSYCHOLCGY 
091 BCG PROGFiAM 
PAGE 20 
CLASS I'AJ MAJOR OESCRIPTIC~ 
coo UNDECLARED UNOERGRAO MA.JOR 
078 
027 SPECIAL EDUCATIC~ 
ceo UNDECLARED UNOERGRAO MAJOR 
J C07 ACCCUI\TING 
C10 MARKETING 





HANNON CYNTHIA JAhE 
SMITH ERIKA LYNN 
STREET 
101 CHARTER Sle 
1220 FREED RD 
----------------- .. 
NAME STREET 
CASE COREY ALAN A R 4 SOX 226 
TORBERT KIMBERLEE JO AT 2o BOX 90 
MILLER MICHELLE M 301 N JOHNSTONoBX171 




BIG«<S KATHY SUEANN RT 1, BOX 152 
DALLAS BOBBI s 0119UNIV APTS 
YOUN(O MARC E RTE 1 BOX 111 
OENNIS SUZANNE LYN ~OE liiEST YATES 
DRAKE KELLEY ELAII\E ecx 125. AT 1 
ECKERTY DANA ERIC 517 II SILLER 
ROllE ANGELA L PoOo BOX 2.\5 
WATTERS MICHAEL DEAN RT 5o BOX 31 
CARROLL LORI LYNN 110 E ENSEY 
" HILL JANET ELAINE 811 E PINZON 
PIERCE MICHELLE LEAH 710 t.ORTH PARKE 
STAI\IAFOAO MARK E 10E N PINE 
•RIGHT MELISSA s 705 s SPRUCE 
DEAN'S LIST FOR fALL 198~ 
0~1 - DEI<ALB 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
DEKALB IL 60115 
SYCAMCI<E IL EC178 
DEAN'S LIST FCR FALL 1988 
0~9 - DEUTT 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
CLihTCI\ IL 61727 
CLINTCN lL 61727 
KENNEY IL E1749 
IIATERLOO IL 62296 
EASTERt. ILLlNCIS UNIVERSITY 
OEAN°S LIST FCR FALL 1988 
C41 - DOUGLAS 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
ARCOLA IL 61910 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
HINOSEOI'C IL El930 
NEll MAP\ IL 61942 
NE111MAN IL (:1942 
!\Eli MAllo IL 61942 
NEiiMAN IL 61942 
PARIS IL E1944 
TUSCOLA IL 61953 
TUSCOLA IL 61953 
TUSCOLA IL 61953 
VILLA GROVE IL 61956 
VILLA GROVE IL E1956 
CLASS IIAJ ~AJCR DESCRIPTICN 
2 C28 SP PATH & AUt (laO TCH CERl) 
(17 EI\GLISH 
PAGE 22 
CLASS IIAJ IIAJCR OESCRIFTICI\ 
2 CO:! ART 
3 035 t-ISTORY 
4 SCC ICLCGY 
3 CC7 ACCOUNT lNG 
PAGE 23 
CLASS MAJ MAJOR DESCRIPTION 
3 Cl5 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
3 124 PI<E-BUSINESS 
4 ou PSYCHOLCGY 
2 059 PCLITICAL SCIENCE 
3 12.\ PRE-BUSIP\ESS 
2 042 P~YSICAL EDUCATION 
2 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
1 124 PRE-BUSII'oESS 
1 003 ART 
" 
027 SPECIAL EOUCATICN 
1 CCC UNDECLARED UhDERGAAO IIIAJOJ: 
4 045 MUSIC 




KNICLEY ANDREA DEANN 
NATZKE JENNIFER L 
ORMBREK STEVEN CARY 
ORMBREK STEVEN CARY 
TEMPLE JILL KATHLEEN 
KLEESPIES MICHAEL V 
KOVTNIK LYNNETTE ANN 
NEIMAN THOMAS ANDREW 
STEED JASON ALLEN 
AUGUSTYN JAMES ALAN 
KLOSE ANDRE• BRIAN 
CAPEZIC MARY ANN 
KARNICK MARY ARLENE 
VOEGELI ANNE LOUISE 
WALKER JENNIFER MARY 
HEINTZ DION RICHARD 
FISHER DON L 
GARRETT STEVE S 
MANN JENNIFER LEIGH 
ROGERS TRACY ANN 
FITZPATRICK MICHAEL 
POIRIER BRIAN P 
RENCH DAVID JOHN 
WONS TIMOTHY ROBERT 
CARR JOHN TIMOTHY 
BOOY ANN MARIE 
MALLORY JENNIFER L 
OFTEDAL LISA MARIE 
STf:!EET 
t:35 S YALE 
508 MARSHALL 
2012 11TH ST 
2012 11TH ST 
1021 ADAMS 112 
6135 GRANO AVE 
5400 PARK AVE 
6215 WOODWARD 
5337 GRAND AVE 
658 SPRING FlO 
405 ALEXANDER BLVD 
524 KENILWORTH 
425 ARLINGTON 
270 S ELLYN 
232 LORRAINE 
710 MAPLE AVE 
706 CREST LANE 
23e0 TANGLE.OOD 
6480 BERKSHIRE CT 
180 S LOMBARD 
554 S LEWIS 
118 • BERKSHIRE 
2 S 221 HAMPTON 
2007 • DIVISION 111 
1031 N ~IGHT ST 
192 CASSIN RD 
6S453 BRIDLESPUR 
OtAN•S Ll~l ~UH ~ALL 1~00 
(43 - DUPAGE 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
ADDISCIIi IL 60101 
BENSENVILLE IL 60106 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
OOlllhEFIS GROVE IL 60516 
OCWNERS GROVE IL 60515 
DmtNEf:lS GROVE IL 60516 
OOaNERS GROVE IL 60515 
ELMt-URST IL 60126 
ELMHURST IL 60126 
GLEN ELLYN IL 60137 
GLEIII ELLYN IL 60137 
GLEN ELLYN IL 60137 
GLEN ELLYN IL 60137 
GLEN ELYt. IL 60137 
LISLE IL 60532 
LISLE IL 60532 
LISLE IL 60532 
LISLE IL E0532 
IL 60148 
LOMBARD IL 60148 
LCMBAf'O IL 60148 
LOMBARD IL 60U8 
MELROSE PARK IL 60160 
NAPERVILLE IL 60540 
"'APER..,ILLE IL 60565 































































UNOECl,.AREO UNCERGRAO MAJOR 
UNDECLARED UNDERGRAD MAJOR 









PETERS SUZANNE LYNNE 
SCHaEIK KAREN LOUISE 
SONESON EIH C A 
TOEPP LAURA LYNNE 
YOUNG .JAMES E 
BOLLAN MICHAEL K 
HUDSON .JEAN B 
HYLAND ELIZABETH A 
SAUERMAN FAITH ANN 
TOWERS NICOLE P 
OANOSKY MICHAEL K 
LAWLOR KAREN MARIE 
THEALL TINA MICHELLE 
TURYNA BRIAN KEITH 
STREET 
1528 CHAT CT 
30 WEST 12TH AV 
64~ MELODY LN 
1223 ELIZABETH AVE 
1324 .JANE AVE 
335 S HARVARD 
25 SO ILLINOIS AVE 
29W400 BUTTERNUT LN 
2919 .. ALIFAX 
1015 N SCOTT ST 
1577 STONEBRIOGE TR 
26.EST548 PRAIRIE CT 
2937 CRABTREE AV 
8212 ANCHOR OR •504 
8321 FROST COURT 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
OEAN•S LIST FOR FALL 1988 
043 - OUPAGE 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
NAPERVILLE IL 60565 
t.:APER VILLE IL 60540 
NAPERVILLE IL 
NAPERY ILLE IL E0540 
N.lPERVILLE IL 60540 
VILLA PARK IL 60181 
VILLA PARK IL 60181 
WARRE ... VILLE IL 60555 
WESTCt-ESTER IL E0153 
IL 60187 
wHEATON IL 60187 
WINFIELD IL 60190 
WOO DR lOGE IL 60517 
WOODRIDGE IL 60517 
WCODRICGE IL 60517 
P.tGE 25, 
CL.lSS M.l.JOR DESCRIPTION 
037 HOlE ECCMlMICS 
OEl PSYCHOLOGY 
3 104 HEALTH STUDIES 
CtC MARICETI"G 
oco UNDECLARED ~NOEAGRAO MAJOR 
019 INDUSTRIAL TECt-NOLOGY 
2 CEE SPEECH CCMMU ... ICATICN 
2 esc; POLITICAL SCIENCE 
C03 At:;T 
4 CE1 PSYCHOLOGY 
124 PRE-BUSINESS 
4 C2C FINANCE 
027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
4 061 PSYCHCLCGY 
1 coo U~OECLAPED U"OE~GPAO MAJOR 
U100-465 OEAN•S LIST FOR FALL 198~ ,...A\IC .,., 
121'171'88 C•~ - EDGAR 
NAME STREET CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS fiAJ MAJOR OESCRIPTIC~ 
STEP DENISE JANE 225 E OAK. BOX I ~8 ATIIOOO lL t;1913 J 015 ELEfiiENTARY EDUC,.TION 
GILLASPIE CANDICE A I<TE •3 CHRISM .. N lL 61924 2 cu PSYCHOLCGY 
BENNETT DENNIS DUANE BOX ~2. BROWN ST KANSAS IL 61933 3 059 POL ITIC"L SCIENCE 
MCGUIRE MICHELLE R JEFFERSON ST.PO BX43 KANSAS IL 61933 coo U"DECLAf;EO U ... DERGRAD lo1AJOR 
SMITH ASHLEV 0 PO BOX 155 lo1ARTI"SVILLE IL 62442 4 Ott PSYCHOLOGY 
TAYLOR RONDA JO RT 2. BOX 203 OAKLAND IL 61943 2 coo UNDECLARED UNOERGRAD MAJOR 
BABER ANNE RTE *5• BOX 124 PAR IS IL t:1944 J CJ~ HISTCRY 
BEAR TAMMY MARIE RT 6. BOX 86A PARIS IL 61944 4 017 ENGLISH 
107 JOURNALISM 
I 
ENGLEBRIGHT ANDREA L RT 2o BOX 215 PARIS IL 61944 2 CJ3 J\JNIOR HIGH SCHCCL EDUCATION 
LEE KELLY .10 RT 2. BOX 288 PARIS IL 61944 ou PSYCHOLOGY 
MANSFIELD DEMAR IE s 132 E •ASHINGTON Sl PARIS IL 61944 4 010 fiiAfH<ET I~G 
MERRITT LOR I K RT 1o eox 144 PARIS IL 61944 4 cu PS'fCHOLCGY 
MILAM OAYIO B 426 II COURT PARIS IL 61944 1 054 PRE-ENGINEERING 
EASTER ... ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
U10Q-465 DEAN'S LIST FCR FALL 1988 
l2.f l7/8B C47 - EDIIARCS 
PAGE 27 
NAME STREET CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS fiAJ MAJCR OESCRIPTIC~ 
HERING OAYID PATRICK 370 N JRO ALBIC~ IL t:2863 4 CC7 ACCOUNTING 
YAR80R TERESA RENEE P.o. BOX 6 ALLENDALE lL 62410 4 02e SP PATH & AUO (TWO TC~ CERT) 
HERING BRETT ALLE ... A A l eox 35 BONE GAP IL t:2815 4 (t:'i ZCOLCGY 
u t OQ-465 
12/17/88 
NAME 
STUCKEMEYER JOHN D 
VOGEL SHEILA ELISE 
WINTERS DOUGLAS M 
CAVANAUGH FRANCES M 
SCHAEFER BRIAN RALPH 
SCHWERMAN MARK A 
BIERMAN CONNIE MARIE 
GARBE BARBARA LOUISE 
NIEMERG SHARON MARIE 
THOMSON THERESA M 
BOONE AMY JO 
BOONE KARA JANE 
BOONE KARA JANE 
APKE JOSEPH HENRY 
BLOEMER PAUL EUGENE 
BRYANT SANDRA KAY 
CLAUS I US JEFF C 
FIELD MARY LUANN 
GREEN JOAN MARIE 
GREEN TED ALLEN 
KINKELAAR WILLIAM B 
KNIGHT LISA RUTH 
MESNARD NATALIE JANE 
RAGLAND RYAN MICHAEL 
RICHARDSON JODI LYN 
SCHAEFER ROBIN L 
SCHWARTZ MARK B 
STREET 
RTE 2 BO.X 98 
!:03 N 10TH ST 
202 E MEADOWS LN 
5 -.EST STATE ST 
1813C UNION 
1801 UNION 
RT 2. BOX 119 
RT eox 99 
RT 2 
100 ELM 
RT 1o BOX 337 
RT 1o BOX 337 
RT 1. BOX 337 
RT 3. BOX 135 
RT J. BOX 291 
401 EVERGREEN AVE 
702 " PEMBROKE 
RT 4o BOX 102 
702 NORTH AVE 
'i08 NORTH AVE 
eOe CARDINAL ST 
710 RICHLAND 
1006 N WENTHE 
RT 5. BOX 33 
RT t. BOX 207 
RR 3 BOX 13 
RT 4. BOX 199A 
15 ROLLIN HILLS 
OEAN•S LIST FCR FALL lYMM, 
(49 - EFFI"Gt;AII 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
IL t2411 
ALTAMC"T JL 62411 
ALTAMCNT IL 1:2411 
CHARLESTCN IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
DIETERICH IL 62424 
IL 62424 
DIETERICt' IL 62424 
OIEli<ICH IL 62424 
IL t:2426 
EOGEWCCC IL 62426 
EDGE•OOO IL 62426 
EFFINGHAM IL 62401 
EFFINGHAfol IL 62401 
EFFINGHAM IL 62401 
EFFINGhAM IL 62401 
EFFINGI-A .. IL 62401 
EFFING ... AM lL 62401 
EFFINGHAM IL 
EFFINGt<AM IL 62401 
EFFING .. AM IL E2401 
EFFINGhAM IL 62401 
EFFINGI-AM IL 62401 
EFFINGt-AM IL 62401 
EFFINGHAM IL E2401 
EFFING ... AM IL 62401 














































































SHOUSE MARK ALLEN 
STEVENSON DAWN M 
.,HITE OONNA LYN 
BUSHUE ~EAAY ALLEN 
SMITH GINA MARIE 
BOWMAN BRETT PATA ICK 
YOUtoiG TOOD ERIC 
BUSHUA TED L 
HELMINK ~OYCE MARIE 




MEYER SALLY .J 
BAHOE AMY SUE 
ADAMS ELIZABETH E 
FRAILEY ~ODIE KAY 
.JOHNSON PATRICIA .J 
SCHUMACHER MONICA L 




A I DOLE KARA LEE 
HARTZ KAAA ~ 
MOLCK KRISTIN KAY 
STREET 
7 N LAKEWOOD 
lOT 5 
AT 4 BOX 227 
BOJC 163 
AT 1• BOX 106 
209 HICKORY LANE 
BOX 223 
AT 1 BOX JF 
BOX 19• AT 1 
AT 1• BOX 283 
STREET 
220 ~ 16TH ST •• 
AT 1. BOX 47 
916 .JAY STREET 
616 BC. DRIVE 
AT 3• BOX 79 
1911 LAKE RIDGE OR 
211C OANA OR 
STREET 
611 N CHURCH ST 
14 LANE OR 
372 S CHERRY 
DEAN•S LIST FOR FALL 1988 
C4Cii - EFFI~GHA~ 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
EFFINGHAM IL 
EFFINGHAM IL 62401 
EFFINGt<AM IL t2401 
MASON IL «:2443 
MASON IL 62443 
NATTOCN IL 61938 
SHUMWAY IL 
SIGEL IL 62462 
SIGEL IL 62462 
TEUTOPOLIS IL 62467 
DEAN•S LIST FON FALL 1~~~ 
051 - FAYETTE 
Cl TY-STATE ZIP 
MATTCCN IL 61938 
51 PElEI< IL 62880 
VANDAL lA IL 62471 
VANDALIA IL 62471 
VANDALIA IL 62471 
VAN CALlA IL E247l 
VAhOALIA IL 62471 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
DEAN°S LIST FCR FALL 1988 
Oe3 - FORD 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
G I B SO 1\ C lTV IL 60936 
PAXTON IL 60957 






































































DIETRICH ANJANETTE M 
PAGE ROBIN MARIE 
PIERCY GARY ALAN 




KIMBLE VICKY SUE 
MAOOOX LEIGH ANN 
HICKENBOTTOM GREG A 
LANE ERIC DEAN 
LANE KATY A 





BALLARD LANCE E 
FORO JEFFREY NO~MAN 
BOIRUM GINA RENEE 




JONES KENDRA JEAN 
NARVICK AMY SUE 
PEACOCK MARK WILLIAM 
THO~SON RACHEL ELLEN 
STREET 
AT 3 
1101 EAST MAIN 
501 BURKETT ST 
STREET 
.5 • BIRCH 
1039 E. IIIALNUT 
ATE •1 BOX 3 
"6.3 EAST FORT ST 
"63 E FORT 
EDEN ROAD • AT 1 
STREET 
RT 1. BOX 63 
RT 2e BOX 136 
3" PAYNE DRIVE 
GENe DELIVERY 
STREET 
20• MABEL CT R3 
1037 ARMSTRONG ST 
1610 BLACK ST 
1770 W SOUTHMOR ~D 
UtAN·~ L&~• r~" r~LL &Yoo 
(~5- FRA"-KLIN 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
BENTO I'< IL 62812 
BENTON ll. 62812 
BENTO"- IL 62812 
SESSER IL 62884 
EASTERh ILLINCIS UNIVERSITY 
DEA"'S LIST FOR F~LL 1988 
C~7 - FULTON 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
CANTOI'< IL 61520 
CANTO I\ IL 61520 
FARMII'<GTCN IL 61531 
FARMihGTON IL (;1531 
FARMlhGTCN IL 61531 
IL 61536 
DEAN'S LIST FOR F~LL 1988 
CE1 - GREENE 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
CARROLLTON IL 62016 
GREENFIELD IL 62C4• 
IL 61944 
IL 62098 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
DEAN'S LIST FOR FALL 1988 
063 - GRUNDY 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
MORRIS lL 60.50 
fiiCRRIS IL 60450 
MORRIS IL 60450 
MCRRIS ll. 60450 
CLASS MAJ MAJOR OESCRIPTICh 
3 COJ ART 
3 045 IIUSIC 
(43 MATHEMATICS 
3 C28 SP PATH & AUO (T•o TCH CERT) 
PAH 33 
CLASS MAJ MAJOR DESCRIPTION 
124 P~E-EUSINESS 
CCC UNDECLARED l.I'<DERGRAD IIAJOR 
2 1 24 PRE-BUS I NESS 
3 020 FlhAI\CE 
ceo UNDECLARED U,_DERGRAD MAJOR 
2 124 PflE-BUSINESS 
CLASS MAJ MAJCR DESCRIPTICh 





CLASS MAJCR DESCRIPTION 
3 cu FSYCHCLCGY 
C27 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
2 1 24 PRE-BUSINESS 
C1!: ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
NAME 
HOOK GREGORY WAYNE 












ARSENEAU RHONDA M 
BLASEY .JILL A 
PRICE DARBY LYNN 
WRIGHT .JOHN F 
PITTMAN ANNE MICHELE 
PORTWOOD MARK THO~AS 
KRONES MARY PATRICIA 
SMITH .JASON LYLE 
WILCOXEN MARLIN E 
GILLINS ELIZABETH A 
GRAHAM MICHELLE A 
BROWN DEBRA .JEAN 
BUTZOW TODD W 
STREET 
RT 2e BOX 164 
411 N PEARL 
~TREE T 
1718 HIGH ST 
STREET 
721 CHERRY DRIVE 
STI<EET 
60)1 39 
RT 2e BOX 109 
Rl 1. BOJt 135 
306 N GLEN 
ICT 2. BOX t6B 
fiT 1 
3l<i N 4TH 
321 E .JEFFERSON 
Rl 2e BOX 157 
360 MAIN ST 
RT 1 • BQJ{ 93 
BOX 6 EAST AVE 
BOX 173 
DEAN'~ LIST FOR FALL 1966 
065 - HAMILTON 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
DAHLCifiEN IL 62828 
MCLEANSBORO lL l:2859 
EASTERN ILLINCIS UNIVERSITY 
DEAN'~ LIST FOR FALL 1988 
Ct1 - HANCOCK 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
KEOKUK lA 52632 
DEAN'S Ll~l ~UH ~ALL ~~~d 
073 - HEt-.RY 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
GENESEO IL tl254 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
OEAN•S LIST FOR FALL 1988 
075 - lRCOUCIS 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
eEAVEFVILLE IL 60912 
CLIFTCN IL 60927 
GILMAN IL 60938 
MILFOICO IL 60953 
SHELDON IL 60966 
SHELDCN IL 6096l: 
IIIATSEICA IL 60970 
lL E0970 
IIIAT~EKA IL 60970 
"ELLINGTON IL 60973 
WELLINGTON IL 60973 
WOODLAND IL 60974 
"OOOLANO IL 60974 




CLASS MAJOR OESCfiiPTICN 
2 C6l PSYCHOLOGY 
CLASS foiAJ MAJCfi DESCRIPTION 
CCC UNOECLAfiEO LNOEFGRAO foiAJCR 
PAGE 39 
CLASS .. AJ foiAJCfi DESCFIFTICN 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
3 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
1C5 CC~PLTATIONAL ~ATHE~ATICS 
2 069 ZOOLOGY 
3 024 fiECfiEATICN ACMJNISTRATION 





3 CC7 ACCCl;NTlhG 
037 t-OME ECCNOMICS 
4 020 
NAME 
BARKER DEBORAH LEAH 
DUPRIEST GINA LEIG~ 
NAME 
MITCHELL MAlTHE~ K 
KIRGAN BELINDA L 
HOOKER TAMMY LEE 
JONES JOHN DARREN 
KOCHER SHEA I 
PHILLIPS RACHEL L 
RITZ KEVIN JOSEPH 
SHORT TAMARA SUSAN 




FORO JOYCE ELAINE 
JABLONOWSKI JULIE C 
MCCOLE MICHELLE ANN 




STECKEL CATHERINE J 
STREET 
761 ELEVENTH ST 
43 ~ESTWOODePO BX4C2 
STREET 
AT 1 
BOX E22e RT 5 
RT 1e BOX 13 
RTE •6 BOX 280 
RTE •3 BOX 367 
501 S VAN BUREN 
AT 1 BOX 466 
9 N. HILLCREST 




9 S E CRESCENT DR 
RT 2 • BOX 252 
STREET 
RT 1o BOX 14 
(77 - JACKSCI\ 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
CHARLESTCN IL 61920 
Ml.RPH'VSBORO IL 62966 
EASTE~N ILLINCIS UNIVERSITY 
DEAN•S LIST FOR FALL 1988 
079 - JASPER 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
HIDALGO lL 62432 
MT 'oiERhCN IL 62864 
IL t:2•4e 
NEWTCh IL 62448 
IL 62448 
NEWTON IL 62448 
,._EIITC,._ IL 62448 
NEWTON IL 62448 
YALE lL 62481 
DEAN•~ LIST FCR FALL 1966 
081 - JEFFERSON 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
MT VERNON IL 62864 
MT VERhO._ IL 62864 
MT VERNON lL 62e64 
fiT VERNCN IL 62864 
EASTERh ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
OEAN°S LIST FOR FALL 1988 
Oe3 - JERSE'r 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
JERSEYVILLE IL 62052 
CLASS lfAJ lfAJCR OESC~IFTICI\ 
C37 ... OME ECONOMICS 
3 ou PSYCHCLCGY 
CLASS MAJCR OESCRIPTIOI\ 
c2e 
C42 P~YSICAL EDUCATICN 
124 Pf<E-fUSI,._ESS 
(78 COMPYTER MAI\AGEifE"T 
061 PSYCHOLOGY 
2 C61 FSYCHCLCG't 
3 104 ... EALTH STUDIES 
4 078 CCMPUTER MANAGEMENT 
4 (27 SPECIAL ECUCATICI\ 
CLASS MAJOR DESCRIPTION 
3 027 
4 037 ~OME ECCNOMICS 
037 HCtiE ECC .. CM IC S 
coo UNDECLARED UNDERGRAD MAJOR 
PAGE "3 
CLASS MAJCR DESCRIPTIO~\ 
000 UNDECLARED UNOERGRAD MAJOR 
UlOo-•65 DEAN•S LIST FOR FALL 1966 
12.117.188 Cf9 - KANE 
NAME SlREET Cl TV-STATE ZIP CLASS MAJ MAJOR OESCRIPTICN 
KEOUGH STEVEN F 965 MARTINGALE OR BARTLETT IL 60103 2 12" PI'E-BUSINESS 
KOEHLER SHERYL LYN 215 NORTH TATGE BARTLETT IL E0103 1 (37 HCIIE ECC,..CMICS 
OLDENBURG DAVID H 760 111 APPLETREE BARTLETT IL 60103 4 069 ZOOLOGY 
LUZI DAVID SCOTT 2400 CAMBA lOGE '910 CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 (07 ACCCUNTifi;G 
HOSTER TIMOTHY JAMES 3611576 HICKORY HCLCII DUNCEE IL 60118 3 020 FINANCE 
BECKER BRIAN L 424 ROSLYN RO EAST OUJI.OEE IL 60118 4 017 ENVIRONMENTAL etOLOGY 
006 BCTANY 
DENK TRAC~ KRISTINE 809 PARK-.AY AVE ELGIN IL 60120 4 C1~ ELE"E"TARY EDUCATION 
STUMP DANIEL THOMAS 823 IIING ELGIN IL 60123 000 UIIOOECLARED UNDER GRAD MAJOR , 
JESKE STACEY s 38-.435 KILLEY LANE GENEVA IL 60134 3 037 HOlE ECCt~;CMICS 
LINDENBERG KRISTEN M 554 s l"TH ST ST CHAI'LES IL 60174 3 01~ ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SEDA PATRICK JOHN 1405 so 13TH AVE Sl CHAFILES IL 60174 054 PRE-ENGINEEI<ING 
EASTERh ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
UlOG-•65 DEAN•S LIST FOR FALL 1988 PAGE 45 
121'171'88 CSt - KAhKAI<EE 
NAME STREET CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS MAJ MAJOR DESCRIPTICh 
KARR KRISTINE MARIE 390 KAFIEN OR BOURBCI\.NAIS IL 60914 
" 
015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
NELSON SCOTT JOSEPH 250 NEIIBURY CT BCURBONNAIS IL 60<;14 3 010 IIAfOI<ETII'oG 
POMBERT JEFFREY L 630 BISAILLON BCURBCI'oNAIS IL 60<;14 3 (59 POLITICAL SCI et.CE 
107 JCURNALISM 
BRYANT NICOLE S 33 MID COURT BCURBCNNIAS IL 60914 coo Ur.OECLAFIEO UJI.CEI<GRAO IIAJOI' 
BLAKE VIRGINIA SUE 1505 tST ST CHARLESTCh IL 61920 4 o.:n HCME ECONOMICS 
FREEMAN GAYLE S 183" A DOUGLAS CHARLESTON IL 61920 4 Cl5 ELE.-ENTARY ECUCAliON 
.JUNKER STEPHANIE JO t<TE •2 BOX 341 GRANT PARK IL 60940 2 124 PRE-BUSIJI.ESS 
MYERS KATHERYN M PO BOX 65" HERSCHER IL 609"1 4 042 P~YSICAL EOLCATION 
BEEDY DIANE MARIE 216 .. ST PO BOX 1 HUME IL 61932 J 015 ELE"'ENTAI<Y ECUCAliCN 
GERBER BRETT CARL 58" s YATES AV I<ANI<AI<EE IL 60901 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
CHASE .IO~N CHARLES 6080 111Hl lEGATE CR MCHENJ<Y NY 60050 4 020 FINANCE 




HELM LINDA s PO BOX 15" 
HANSEL KEITH 0 .. , 25 eox 734 
.lONES TRACY LEE 54 ASHLAWN AVE 
CALTRY .JOHN MICHAEL 388 HOLIDAY DR 
NAME STREET 
WOLF .JEFFREY ALAN 22895 W VILLA RICA 
BENTLE PATRICIA L 312 EASTERN AV 
MULA ELIZABETH M 9808 TURNBERRY TR 
SHAFFER KURT AROE~ 227 EEAKSHIRE 
17t64 W .JULIE LN 
.JUNGENBERG TODD H 8 TFIENT AD 
SCHWENO KATHY MARIE RT 3e BOX 97 
CROVETTI GREG EUGENE 1225 SHERWOOD AD 
NASCA PATRICIA M 23716 N VALLEY RO 
CRAWFORD ELIZABETH M 399 DYMOND AD 
OZIUBINSKI LAURA 0 1041 TAMARACK 
BAGLEY LORENE ANN 951 BANBURY 
SHAFFER ANGELE P 29160 N MIDLOTHIAN 
LELITO MICHELLE LYNN 123 •• MAPLE 
MURPHY CARRIE LYN"' 501 OEERPATH OR 
BURNETT MICHAEL A 2025 EZRA 
FALOTICO CARY RAE 10480 W AMES AVE 
-
Ot:AN"!: Ll~l t-Ut< t-IILL l~dd 
(c;;J - KENDALL 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
IUKA IL 6284<0 
OSWEGO IL ~0543 
CSWEGC Il. ~0543 
SOMONAUK (l. 60552 
EASTER~ ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
DEAN•~ LIST FOR FALL 1988 
(Cjj7 - LAKE 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
ANTIOCH IL 60002 
BARRINGTON IL 60010 
CRYSTAL LAKE IL 60014 
CRYSTAL LAKE IL 60014 
GURNEE IL 60031 
t-AWTHCRN •OODSIL ~0047 
HIGHLAI\D IL 
HIGHLAND PARK lL 60035 
LAKE ZURICH IL 60047 
LIBERTYVILLE IL 600•8 
600•8 
MUNCELEIN IL 60060 
MUNDELEI"' IL 60060 
IL ~008" 
WINTHJ<CP HRBR IL 60096 
ZION IL 60099 

































































BRUCK I DOUGLAS .I 
DOYLE MARY KATHERINE 
ANDERSON LAURA E 
MATTESON .JOYCE E 
FITZGERALD MARY .10 
MILLER KATIE LEE 
NEWMAN PATRICIA L 








PLOESSL KARYN P 




KANE CONSTANCE MA~IE 
RICKETTS TIMOTHY -
ABERLE KELLI DEANhE 
OLSON HEIDI LYNN 
STORK LLOYD WAYNE 
CUNNINGHAM RAE ANN 
MARTIN MELISSA MARIE 
STREET 
1457 BUCKLIN ST 
Fe sex a2 
21e S •OODLAND 
833 ST VINCENT$ AV 
814 HOLIDAY DR 
171 E LINCOLN ST 
1716 N SHABBONA ST 
STREET 
1305 15TH ST 
STREET 
1108 TEE ST 
1225 TODD AD 
STREET 
420 w HACK 
220 W .JEFFREY 
209 E ASH 
704 S .JACK SON 
405 MARGARET DR 
1223 N LOCUST ST 
ATE •4 BOX 92 
33 OAKWOOD OR 
Oc;c; - LASALLE 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
LASALLE IL 61301 
LASALLE IL 61301 
LCSTA"l IL 61334 
OGLESBY IL 
PERU IL 61354 
IL 
SENECA IL 61360 
STREATOR IL 61364 
EASTERN ILLlhCIS UhJVEASJTY 
DEAN'S LIST FOR FALL 1988 
101 - LAWRE,..CE 
C lTV-STATE ZIP 
LAWRENCEVILLE lL t2439 
DEAN 1 S LIST FOR FALL 1988 
103 - LEE 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
OlXCN IL 61021 
OHIO IL «!1349 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UhiVERSITY 
OEAN•S LIST FOR FALL 1988 
105 - LIVI,..GSTCN 
Cl TV-STATE ZIP 
CULLOfol IL t:09Z9 
CULLO" IL 60929 
FAIRB\IRY IL «!1739 
FAIAB\Jf'Y IL 61739 
FA I RB'-f;Y IL 61739 
PCNTIAC IL 4!1764 
PONTI ~C IL 61764 
PONTIAC IL 61764 
CLASS folA.J MA.JOA OE5CRIPTIC .. 




3 027 SPECIAL EOUCATIC .. 
l coc UNDECLARED UNDEAGRAO .. A.JCA 
015 
3 SPEECH CO"'"'~"tCATJON 
PAGE 49 
CLASS M.A.JC~ OESCAJPTICN 
124 PAE-eUSINESS 
CLASS tiA.J MA.JCf' OESC~IFTIC .. 
2 Cl~ ELEtiENTARY EDUCATION 
4 018 CO,PUTE~ MA .. AGE"E"T 
PAGE 51 
CLASS tiA.I "'AJCA OESCAIPTIC .. 
4 ZOOLOGY 
042 Pt-YSICAL EDUCATION 
000 
coo UNDECLARED UNOEAGRAO "'AJOA 
007 ACCCUNTING 
(17 E"GLISH 
2 (17 ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY 
3 OE9 ZCOLCGY 
Ul00-465 DEAN'S LIST FOR FALL 1988 
12.117.188 107 - LOGAN 
NAME STflEET CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS I'A.J MA.JCR OESCRIPTIC~ 
BECKMAN CHRISTINE L 14C9 PULASKI ST LINCOLt. IL 62656 • 010 MARKETING 
•ILLIAMSON ~EhNIFER P.o. BOX 188 NE• HCLLANO IL f267l • 01~ ECC~CI'ICS 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY PAGE 53 OEAN•S LIST FOR FALL 1988 UIOQ-465 109 - MCDONCUGH 12/17/88 
CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS I'AJ I'A.JCfl OESCRIPTICt. NAME STREET 
SHELBYVILLE IL t:2565 • 027 
SPECIAL EOUCATIOh 
NIESTRAOT KATHY L AT le BX 123 
t' 
Ul00-465 DEAN'S LIST FOR FALL 1988 .... "t: ::• 
12.117/88 111 - MCHEhRY 
NAME STREET C lTV-STATE ZIP CLASS IU.J MA.JCR DESCRIPTICt. 
KOONS DAVID MATTHEII 421E CONNECTICUT TR CRYSTAL LAKE IL 600U J CC9 MANAGEMENT 
MARTIN MICHELLE R 5007 VALERIE CRYSTAL LAKE IL t:00l4 • Ct:5 SCCICLCGY 
MAYER KATHLEEN MARIE 859 SARLINA RD CRYSTAL LAKE IL t:00l4 • 010 IIARKETII'G 
MCCAULEY KATHRYN L El20 KILKENNY OR CRYSTAL LAKE IL 60014 • 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
BCECKER CAROL ANN 565 STANFORD DR MARENGO IL 60152 • (11 Ct<EI'ISTPY 
BOECKER SANDRA LYNN 565 STANFORD OR MARENGC IL 60152 3 CC7 ACCOUNTING 
YEGGE LAURA ~EAN 709 S MCHENRY MCHENR't IL t:0050 04:! III.ITt-EI'ATICS 
EASTE~I\ ILLINCIS UNIVE~SITY 
U10Q-465 DEAN°5 LIST FOR FALL 1988 PAGE 55 
12/17/88 113 - MCLEAN 
NAME STREET C lTV-SlATE ZIP CLASS ,. IIJ MAJOP DESCRIPTICN 
BEYERS ELIZABETH Ill ~T 2o BOX 119 BLOOMINGTON IL 61704 000 U"'DECLAFED U"'DEPGRAO fiiAJOI= 
KOEHLER DEANNA KAY 2 LAI<E POINTE CT BLOCMI,..GTON IL 61704 4 (~7 HCME ECCNOMICS 
STEWART JOE 0 RT 7 BLOCMII\GTCN IL 61701 3 C78 COMPUTER MANAGEMENT 
ROMACK TIMOTHY .JAMES 1006 DAVIS ST •2 CHARLESTON IL 61920 coo U"'DECLAFEO U"'CERGR/10 ,.AJOI= 
HILGEMANN STEPHANIE RT 1o BOX 122 CCLFAX IL 61728 2 124 PRE-BUS I NE 55 
HAMM BRIAN L RT 2 LEROY lL 61752 4 069 ZCOLCGY 
NEWTON THOMAS R 420 s CHESTNUT LEROY IL 151752 4 (E'i ZOOLOGY 
STINDE RITA LYNN 5 GREGORY LN LEXINGTON IL 61753 3 04~ MATt<EMATICS { 
HANSEN CRAIG M 701 LARA NORMAL IL t;1761 2 035 t-ISTCRY 
LEMOINE MARC AARON 1705 OUNRAY LN NCR MAL IL 61761 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
MEIER JOHN F 1208 JERSEY AV NORMAL JL 61761 0!54 PRE-ENGINEERING 
RYAN JOHN AUGUST 905 N MAPLE NORMAL IL 61761 3 042 PHYSICAL EOUCATICN 





RHODES LUANA H 
HAGEMANN STEVE C 
HAGEMANN TRACY L 
CLEMENTS RHONDA S 
GAFFIGAN ANGIE K 
JONES JAMES DEAN 
OTTA SHERRI RENE 
POTTS CLARENCE B 
RICE STANLEY E 
RICHARDSON JOHN E 
SKELLEY ANDREW D 
WOLBERS JENNIFER A 
WYLIE BARBRA DIANE 
WAKEFIELD WANDA SUE 
BALL AMY LOUISE 
BROWN JONATHON WM 
LILLPOP PAMELA SUE 
KNOX KATHI EILEEN 
SPAIN MICHAEL T 
STREET 
RT lo BOX 178 
86 UI\IV APTS 
86 UNIV APTS 
2176 GARY CT 
1171 SUGAR PINE CT 
3020 S FOREST CREST 
4505 BAKER WOODS PL 
RR 6 BOX 1 78 
532 S CHURCH •2E 
56 TENNISON CT 
4555 t1ALE DR 
213'i CLEARMONT 
304 S MILL 
RT 1 • BOX 8 
RT 1 
RT t. eox 144 
790 ANTLER OR 
1406 W S 11TH 
OEAN•S LIST FOR FALL 1988 
115- MACON 
Cl TV-STATE ZIP 
BLUE MOUND IL 62513 
CHAIOLESTCN IL 61920 
CHAI<LESTCN IL 61920 
DECATUI< IL {;2526 
OECATUI< IL 62526 
DECATUR IL 62521 
OECATUf< lL 62521 
DECATUI< IL 62521 
DECATl.R IL 152521 
DECATUI< IL 62522 
DECATUI< IL 62526 
DECATUf< IL 152526 
DECATU!< IL 62526 
GREENl.P IL 62428 
ILLIOPCLIS IL 62539 
MACON IL 
MACON IL E2544 
"'T ZICI\ IL E2549 
SHELBY"ILLE IL 62565 
CLASS MAJOI< DESCRIPTICN 
3 C2e SP PAT~ & AUC (TWO TCH CEI<T) 
4 C17 ENGLISH 
4 069 ZCOLOGY 
3 037 HCME ECCNCMICS 
3 059 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
4 C43 M .. Tt4ENAT ICS 
107 JCURNAL ISM 
PRE-BUSINESS 
4 007 ACCCUI\TI"G 
4 (45 Ml.SIC 
3 069 ZCOLOGY 
124 PRE-BUSII\ESS 
1 C:!7 HOME ECONOMICS 
3 037 ~CME ECCNOMICS 
CCC UNDECLARED U"DERGRAO ~AJOf< 
3 C42 P~YSICAL EDLCATION 
010 MARICETI"C: 
3 0:!7 HCfiE ECCNOMICS 
OC9 MANAGEMENT 
NAME 
TRIPLETT TRACI SUE 
LINK BILL D .IR 
PASTROVICh CRYSTAL L 
ONEAL TIMOTHY SHEA 
MACARAEG MEGAN .lOY 
COLLIFLDWEA SHANNEN 




GAGLIARDO MICHAEL A 
HANSEN CYNThiA ANN 
WEAThERS MONIKA M 
KEENE BRADLEY ALA~ 
KEENE KR IS ANNE 
WENDS LAURIE ANN 
MILLER WILLIAM ROBT 
KRAPF DANA CHRISTINE 
KRAPF PAUL C 
MAL.ENCH ROBERT A LYNN 
MOSBY MARINA LY~N 
MURPHY PATRICK M 
SCHWARTZ ELIZABET~ A 
LYNN KIMBERLY M 
REED MARCY ANN 
WILKINSON LAURA ANN 
STREET 
304 ~ EAST.BOX 38 
501 N CLAY 
AT 2 BOX 139 
209 E 3RO NORTH ST 
807 MILLER DR 
205 S HOBSON 
RT 1. BOX 482 
STREET 
2305 FONTAINE 




302 BRIDLE RIDGE 
310 BROADWAY 
320 • LAKE DRIVE 
721 HARVARD DR 
1001 ST LOUIS ST 
ATE 1 BOX 604 
609 THOMAS ST 
23 CHAPPARAL 
1213 N HANSER 
270t GERSON 
3619 • DELMAR 
730 RAMONA PL 
EASTER~ ILLihCIS U~IVERSITY 
DEAN'S LIST FOR FALL 19~6 
117 - MACOUP IN 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
BUNKER HILL IL 62014 
GILLESPIE IL 6203] 
LITCHFIELD IL 62056 
MT OLIVE IL 62069 
STAUNTCN IL 62068 
VIRDEN IL 62690 
IL 62097 
DEAN'S LIST FOR FALL 1988 
119 - MADISC~ 
C I TV-STATE ZIP 
ALTON IL 62002 
ALTCN IL 62002 
ALTCN IL 62002 
CCLLI~SVILLE IL 62234 
COLLINSVILLE IL 62234 
COLLI~SVILLE IL 62234 
EAST ALTON IL 62024 
EDWARDSVILLE IL 62025 
EDWARDSVILLE IL 62025 
62025 
EDWARDSVILLE IL 62025 
EDWARCSVILLE IL 62025 
62025 
GCDFREY IL 62035 
GODFREY IL 62035 
GODFREY IL 62035 
GCDFREY IL 62035 
PAGE 57 -
CLASS MA.ICR DESCRIPTION 
124 PRE-EUSINESS 
C~3 JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL ED~CATICN 
007 ACCCUNTING 
CCC UNDECLARED ~~DERGAAD .AJOR 
2 059 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
124 PRE-BUSlhESS 
2 1C1 .ICliRNALISiil 
CLASS liiAJCR OESCRIPTJCN 
lill.SIC 
2 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
3 C28 
124 PRE-BUSl ... ESS 
CC7 ACCCUNTING 
ClO MARICE liNG 
059 PCLITICAL SCIENCE 
3 037 HC"E ECCNOMICS 
2 124 .PRE-BUSINESS 
] 007 ACCOUNTING 
Ctt PSYCHOLC!GY 
3 Cll CHEMISTRY 
032 GECLCGY 
1C7 JCliANAL ISM 
3 017 Et\GLISH 
C45 "USIC 
ceo UNDECLARED ~NOERGRAO .AJOR 
KENNERLY SHANNON L 
ORESSEL DAVID LEE 
KLAUS RENEE LYNN 
KUHL DAWN MARIE 
KUHL DAWN MARIE 
MESSERLI RONALD D 
KLEIN KRISTINE A 
GOVER JOHN MICHAEL 
GREENFIELD TRACY 0 
HANSEL CARLA JEAN 
MOODY JOHN PATRICK 
NAME 
KNIGHT GRACE BELLE 
NOADINI MARY J 
TELFORD ANY S 
NAME 




BOHLEN REBECCA JO 
3268 KILARNEY 
2940 PCPLAR ST 
1921 ZSCHOKKE 
8 SUNRISE CT 
8 SUNRISE CT 
175 KEEVEN DR 
SARAH ST 
1013 PIATT 
~05 LONGBRANCH AD 
121 ELMER ST 
STREET 
437 • FOURTH 
636 S PLEASANT 
RT 1 
STREET 
711 E ELM 
SHEET 
RT 5e BOX 321 
119 - Madison Co. Cont. 
GRANITE CITY IL 62040 
HIGHLAND IL 1!:2249 
IL 
HIGHLAIIID IL 62249 
HIGHLAND IL 62249 
IL 62249 
LIVINGSTON IL 62058 
MATTOCI\I IL 61938 
TROY lL 62294 
TROY IL 62294 
IL 62097 
EASTER~ ILLINCIS UNIVERSITY 
DEAN•S LIST FOR FALL 1988 
121 - JIIAf<ICI\ 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
CENTFIALIA IL 62801 
CENTRALIA IL 62801 
IL 62882 
DEAN'S LIST ~UW ~ALL 1~~~ 
125 - IIIASOI\ 
C lTV-STATE ZIP 
JIIASCN CITY IL 62664 
EASTEFII\ ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
DEAN'S LIST FOR FALL 1988 
12Cj - MENARD 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
SPRINGFIELD IL 62707 
2 059 PCLITICAL SCIENCE 
ceo 
124 PRE-BUSINESS 
4 124 Ff'E-eUSINESS 
4 C19 INDUSTRIAL TECHI\CLOGY 
.. 010 MARKETING 
·2 015 ElEt#ENTAf'Y ECUCATION 
3 ZCOLCGY 
coo UNDECLARED UNDERGRAO MAJOR 
062 FFIE-FHAAIIIAC\' I 
3 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
PAGE !59 
CLASS tJAJ MAJCF DESCFIFTICI\ 
2 124 PAE-BU SINES S 
4 020 FINANCE 
3 CIS ELEIIIENTAAY EDUCATION 
CLASS t#AJ t#AJCF DESCFilFTJCI\ 
cet AOIIIINISTRATIVE INFO SYSTEMS 
PAGE 61 
CLASS MAJCR OESCRIPTICI\ 




MCAULIFFE KELLY AhN 
SEIDLER MICHELLE L 
ALBERS ANGELA MARIE 
BEARY ~ENNIFER MARIE 




DUNN LYNN RENEE 
HUNT MARK ALLEN 
WOOSLEY GORDON SHAWN 
SNYDER KRISTI MARIE 
STEWART CINDY D 




BLOU6H PAUL DOUGLAS 
BRADLEY JEFFREY A 
HAMEL MARNIE LYNNE 
TAFT LORI LEE 
MARTIN AMY MARIE 
HUBER ELLEN RUTH 
COUTURIAUX MATTHE- P 
LOVE MATTHEIII EUGEhE 
TAYLOR KATHY JO 
STREET 
1106 NCATH MAIN 
fiT 2e BOX 161 
636 JAMES 
lOT eox B7A 
AR 2 eox 206A 
STREET 
530 REYNOLDS DR •77 
19 SUNSET ACRES 
1122 N FRANKLIN 
1121 E UNION 
fiT 1e BOX 33B 
112 N MCGOIIIN 
133 SO MAIN ST 
STREET 
1015 MATHERS 
7 KAY PLACE 
AT 2 
2"1 CALDIIIELL 
ATE U BOX 108 
1708 LINDEN 
205 h MILLER 
I'T 2. eox 1•6 
SO~ l72.VANITER ST 
DEAN'~ LIST FOR FALL 1988 
1:!3 - MONRCE 
C lTV-STATE ZIP 
COLUMBIA IL 62236 
VALMEYEr< IL 62295 
•ATERLCC IL 62298 
IIIATERLOO IL 
IIATERLCC IL 62298 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
OEAN•S LIST FCR FALL 1988 
135 - MONTGOMERY 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
CHARLESTCN I L 61920 
FARMERSVILLE IL 62533 
LITCHFIELD IL 62056 
LITCHFIELD IL 62056 
RAYMOND IL 62560 
t<AYMGIIiO IL 62560 
IIITT IL 62094 
OEAN•~ Ll~l ~UH ~ALL ~~~o 
1.;1 - MORGAI' 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
JACKSC"VILLE IL 62650 
JACKSChV ILLE IL f2650 
JACKSC"VILLE lL 62650 
JACKSCNVILLE IL 62650 
MEAEDCSIA IL 62665 
S .JACKSCNVILLEIL 62650 
IL 62692 
•AVERLY IL 62692 
•oODSCI\ IL 62695 
CLASS MAJOR DESCRIPTIO" '-' 
3 037 .. CfiE ECCI\CMICS 
2 124 PRE-BUS I hESS 
2 Cl5 
069 ZCOLCGY 
3 cu PSYCHOLOGY 
PAGE 63 
CLASS MAJ MAJOR DESCRIPTIC" 
3 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
3 040 MEDICAL TECHNCLCGY 
4 1C4 HEALTH STUDIES 
124 PfiE-BUSINESS 
2 01!! ELEIIEI'TAfiY ECUCATION 
2 PRE-BUSINESS 
020 
CLASS IIAJ MAJCR DESCRIPTION 
C78 COMPUTER MANAGEMENT 
ZCOLCGY 
000 UNDECLARED ~NDERGRAO MAJOR 
2 124 PFE-eUSINESS 
4 C27 SPECIAL EDUCATlCI\ 
000 UNDECLARED UNDERGRAD MAJOR 
2 124 Pf<E-eUSI"ESS 
2 124 PRE-BUSII'ESS 




ATKINSON MICHAEL R 
KILCULLEN BRADLEY 0 




CORNELIUS DONNA K~Y 
HOFFMEISTER KINBE~LY 
CASSENS CARRIE C 




DONNELLY ~ULJA ANNE 
HOLLANOSWOATH STACEY 
MANNS KELLY SUZAh~E 
POMAZAL LISA L 
REG~IO GREG ALAN 
BAER RICHARD DANIEL 
FRITZ KAlA DAWN 
SCHMITT LUCINDA A~h 
WALKER .JUDITH A 
AKERS ANNETTE MYONG 
BOUSKY MATTHEW JAY 
STREET 
16 ELM OR-BOX 1•2 
420 S CROWDER 
507 S •ASHINGTOh 
11 PARKWAY OR 
STREET 
4154 FARWELL BRIDGE 
lOT 3. eox 123 
9234 W JUDSON 
3 ti IGHLAND CT 
STREET 
3324 tiiDOEN VALLEY 
15619 VON ACHEN OR 
1313 W~LNUT 
4322 TERRACE OR 
105 S RIOGE•OOD OR 
17503 MANGOLD RO 
AT 1• BOX l16B 
eox 18A 
10519 h WASHINGTON 
1016 BROOKVIEW L~ 
9338 PICTURE RIDGE 
EASTERh ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
OEAN•S LIST FOR FALL 1988 
l3Cjj - MOI..L TIOIE 
C lTV-STATE ZIP 
BETHA~Y IL 61914 
BETHANY IL 61914 
LCVINGTON IL 61937 
SULL IVA" IL 61951 
U~AN·~ Ll~l ~L" ~~LL l~OO 
14i - OGLE 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
GERMAN VALLEY IL 61039 
CREGG" IL 61061 
POLO IL 61064 
STILLMAN VY IL 61084 
EASTER" ILLINCIS UhiVERSITY 
OEAN°S LIST FOR FALL 1988 
143 - PECRIA 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
C., ILL ICOTtiE IL 61523 
CHILLICCTHE IL 61523 
CHILLICOTtiE IL 61!:23 
CtiiLLICCTHE IL 61523 
CHILLICOTHE IL 61523 
EDELSTEIN IL 61526 
EOELSTEI~ IL 61526 
EDWARDS IL 61528 
MCSSVILLE IL 61552 
PEORIA IL 61615 






















































BUTLER TRACY LOU 
DICKERSON JENNIFER L 
DOUBET CHRISTINE M 
DUNNE CARRIE LYN 
GAINEY SHEILA CLARE 
JOHNSON LINDA MARIE 
LYONS ROBIN SCOTT 
MCCARTHY CHRISTINE M 
OSNULSkl kiM ELLEN 
WHALEN MARGARET A 
EGAN MONICA RENE 








STELLHORN DIANA KAY 
LOCHHEAD SCOTT J 
RUBACH HEATHER K 
RUBACH HEATHER K 
I 't~- t?,, ,.,~··.,-. r· 1:::' \ l ~...__ .v-- '---~0. -on · 
1000 CENTENNIAL 
316 a CORRINGTON 
1013 • KENSINGTCN OR 
419 E REPUBLIC 
2503 E GRANOVIE• 
tOOl W KENSINGTON 
10703 SLEEPY HOLLOw 
13~3 W TOBI LN 
2212 W ROHMANN 
3217 N AVALON PL 
1218 E SAMUEL 
419 N •ALNUT BJ595 
STREET 
AT 1a BOX 52A 
STREET 
404 S 5TH ST aBX 5 
1214 HENRIETTA ST 
AT 1a BOX 273 
AT 1a BOX 273 
PEORllo lL 61614 
PEOAIIo lL 61604 
PEORIA IL 61614 
PEORIA IL 61603 
PEORIA IL 61614 
PEORIIo IL 61614 
PEORIA IL 61615 
PEORIA (l. 6Ui14 
PEORIA IL 
PEORIA lL 61604 
PEOIH A HTS IL 61614 
PRINCE\IILLE IL 61559 
DEAN•~ Ll~l ~UH ~ALL ~~~~ 
145 - PEI<AY 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
PINCKNEYVILLE IL 62274 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
DEAN•S LIST FOR FALL 1~88 
157 - RANDOlPH 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
BALDWII\ IL 62217 
CHESTER IL 62233 
STEELE'VILLE IL (:2288 
STEELEVILLE IL 62288 
015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
CCC U~OECLA~EO UI\OERGRAO ~A40R 
124 PRE-BUS I NESS 
3 124 PAE-eUSII\ESS 
(33 JUNIOR HIGH SCHCCL EOUCATICN 
065 SOCIOLOGY 
2 124 PRE-BUSI~ESS 
3 Ot2 PRE-PHARMACY 
015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
2 Ctt 
000 UNDECLARED UI\DERGRAD MAJOR 
020 FINANCE 
CLASS MAJOR DESCRIPTION 
000 U~OECLAAEO U~OERGRioO MAJOR 
PloGE 69 
CLASS IIAJ MAJCR OESCRIPTICI\ 
2 
1 054 PRE-ENGINEERING 
J 020 FINio~CE 




MUHS STEVEN CHARLES 
HIXON f!RUCE LEE 
FRANKLIN MICHELLE L 
HAHN PATRICK L 
HORAN BRIAN ~AMES 
ROSE A ANN 








BENTON LORA ANN 
HARRIS M,A TTHE. A 
KLINGEL KAROL AUT~ 
LIMPER ~ANELLE KAYE 
LUECHTEFELO KEVIN L 
REIFSCHNEIDER RHONDA 
STEIN ~ULIE ANN 
STUCKEY ELIZABETH A 
WILKE LISA ANN 
ZACHAASKI BAAOLEY J 
HUNT DON ~AV 
SUMMERS KELLY ANN 
KESSLER PENNY KAY 
KESSLER PENNY KAY 
STREET 
RTE MJ BOX 75 
RT 
19 VANCE OR 
1003 E ELM 
AT 6 
RT 6 
AT 1. BOX 37 
STf<EET 
253t 21ST AVE 
STREET 
300 LOTUS OR 
304 DAVID DRIVE 
22 WINDSOR OR 
4201 SHIRLEY OR 
128 CARDINAL DRIVE 
1616 WEST 8L VD 
3100 LEBANON AVE 
209 ORLEANS 
3500 LEBANON AVE 
18 PATRICIA LN 
104 THOMAS HALL 
AR 3 eos &18A 
105 S WEST ST 
105 S WEST ST 
Uc~N·~ Ll~t r-L" r"LL 1-,uo 
159 - RICHLAI\0 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
CHARLESTCN IL 61920 
CLAREMONT IL 62421 
OLNEY IL 62450 
OLNEY JL 62450 
OLNEY IL 1!2450 
OLNEY IL 62450 
PARKERSBURG IL 62452 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
DEAN'S LIST FCA FALL 1988 
lf1 - ROCK ISLAND 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
RCCK ISLAND IL 61201 
DEAN'S LIST FOR FALL 1988 
163 - ST CLAIR 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
BELLEVILLE IL 62221 
BELLEVILLE IL 62221 
BELLE.,ILLE IL 62223 
BELLEVILLE IL 62223 
BELLEVILLE IL 62221 
BELLE..,ILLE IL 62221 
BELLEVILLE IL 62221 
BELLEVILLE IL 62221 
BELLEVILLE lL 62221 
BELLEVILLE lL t2223 
CHARLESTCN IL 619~0 
CCLLINSVILLE IL 
FREEBURG IL 62243 
FREEBUFOG IL 62243 
,, r, 
\ '. 
CLASS tiAJ tiAJ(f; OESCRIFTICI\ 
OC3 ART 
107 JCURNALISM 
3 C10 MARKETII\G 
C65 SOCIOLOGY 
4 007 ACCCUIIiT 11\G 
4 C2e SP PATH & AUO (TWO TCH CERT) 
2 124 P!<E -BUS I NESS 
PAGE 71 
CLASS MAJOR OESCRIPTJCI\ 
3 C03 ART 
CLASS IU~ MAJOR DESCRIPTIO!\ 
2 124 Pf<E-BUSINESS 
3 C7e CCMPUTER MANAGEtiENT 
3 007 ACCCUNTING 
3 017 EI\GLISH 
2 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
015 ELEMENTAf<Y EDUCATION 
C1~ 
Cl~ EL~MENTARY EDUCATION 
3 CC9 fiA,..AGEIIIENT 
1 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
COMPUTER MANAGEMENT 
PRE-BUSI,..ESS 
2 Ct9 ZOOLOGY 
2 042 P~YSICAL EDUCATICN 
DEMSAR SAAA ANN 
FERGUSON STEVEN MARK 
HOBBS CHRISTINE M 
HILYARD .SUSAN LYNN 
NICHOLS PAUL MATTHE• 
A ITCH IE LYNN M 








BERKSHIRE ~ENNIFER C 
BOALS AARON MICHAEL 
ROMINES KARLA RAE 
BARNES KRISTINA A 
METZ ANY SUE 
STOLDT CAROLINE LEE 
ALLEN MICHAEL BRIAN 
BECKER ~OHN DAVID 
FAETH ROB E 
KENNEDY KIRSTEN C 
MITCHELL KELLY GRACE 
NEBELLE .JOHN A 
RT 1. BOJ( 179 
201 S MAIN ST 
618 E MAIN ST 
618 E MAIN 
315 NANCY DR 
314 EDNA DR 
2609 SHERIDAN AD 
AT 2. BOX 74 
STREET 
RT 2. aox 435 
STREET 
818 7TH ST 113 
101 NEVERMI"D OR 
314 BENS DR 
P 0 BOX 102 
E05 MONROE 51 
RR 1 ecx 89 
925 S •ALNUT 
2224 CLOVERFJELO LN 
1900 OAK CREEK AD 
28 NORTH LAKE 
12 SUNDOWNER 
2505 S HOLMES 
j 10 J --
MARISSA IL 62257 
lL 62257 
MASCOtjlAH JL 62258 
MASCOUTAh IL 62258 
OFALLC" IL 62269 
OFALLON IL 62269 
CJIAHA NE 68123 
TRE~TCI\ IL 62293 
EASTERI\i lLLINClS UNIVERSITY 
DEAN•~ LIST FOR FALL 1988 
165 - SALINE 
C lTV-STATE ZIP 
ELDORADO IL t:2'l30 
DEAN•S LIST FUH FALL ~~~~ 
167 - SA .. GAMCN 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHATHA_, IL (:2629 
CHATHAM IL t:262<i 
MECHAIIiiCSBURG IL 62545 
lL 62558 
RIVERTCN IL 62561 
l'lCCHESTER IL 62563 
SPRINGFIELD IL 62704 
SPRINGFIELD lL 62707 
SPRINGFIELD IL 62704 
SPRINGFIELD IL 62707 
SPRINGFIELD lL 62707 



























































UlliCECLA~EO UNCERGRAO MA~OR 
MARKETING 
MANAGEMENT 
PAULEK BRIDGET KAY 
SELTZER DAVID 
SKOGLUND A NICOLE 
STAPLETON PATRICIA A 
THOMAS LEANNE MARJE 
WHALEN WENDY .10 
MARSHALL GINA CAROL 
NAME 




SADDORIS MICHELLE D 
ARTHUR MICHAEL GRANT 
TRUEBLOOD DUANE ERIC 
8 ALLARD ANDRE A D 
HUEY MICHAEL GLEN 
PRUEMER AMY MARIE 
KULL CARLA ANN 
GLICK GAYLE LINNETT 




CARLISLE LISA GAY 
•1 LINDEN LN 
~<R 2 eox 280 
2672 ·BUNN DRIVE 
116 FOX MILL 
1808 SOUTH COLLEGE 
216 MCGRATH ST 
STREET 
239 S CENTRAL 
STREET 
RT 1o BOX 102 
417 Se 15TH 
RTE l 
1204 N LONG 
RTE Ill BOX 47 
RT 1o BOX 186 
910 N LODGE 
eox 156 
RT 2 
913 E OHIO 
STREET 
411 NORTH 7TH ST 
SPRINGFIELD IL 62707 
SPRINGFIELD IL 62707 
SPRINGFIELD IL 62703 
SPRINGFIELD IL 62704 
SPRINC:FIELD IL 62707 
SPRINGFIELD IL 62704 
WILLIAMSVILLE IL 62693 
EASlERh ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
OEAN•S LIST FCR FALL 1988 
ltiCO - SCHUYLER 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
IL 62095 
OEAh•S LlSl ~UH ~-LL l~tl~ 
173 - SHELB._ 
C lTV-STATE ZIP 
FINDLAY IL 62534 
MATTOON IL 61'i38 
IL 62550 
SHELBYVILLE IL 62565 
SHELB .. VILLE IL t2565 
SHELBY\IILLE IL 62565 
SHELB't\IILLE IL 6256'5 
STRASEURG IL 62465 
TOWER HILL IL 62571 
WINDSOR IL f1957 
EASTER~ ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
DEAN°S LIST FOR FALL 1988 
17!: - STARK 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
•YOM lNG IL 61491 
C62 PI<E-Pt<ARMACY 
4 ZOOLOGY 
4 037 .. ONE ECONOMICS 
4 015 ElEIIEhTARY ECUCATICN 
CH 
124 PRE-BUSINESS 
2 059 PCLITICAL SCIE~CE 
PAGE 75 
CLASS IIAJ IIAJCR OESCRifTIC~ 
J ZOOLOGY 




3 015 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
4 cce BUSI~ESS EO~CATICN 
2 C3J JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATIGN 
2 124 PPE-BUSINESS 
coo 
3 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
4 104 HEAlTH STUDIES 
PAGE 77 
CLASS .. A.J MAJOR DESCRIPTION 
4 PSYCHOLOGY 
NAME 
RYAN JULIE ~AUREEN 
CORNWELL CRAIG ALAN 
STOUT KIMeERLEY DAwN 
CARTER STEPHEN S 
ARNOLD BRAD CLAIRE 
SHEEHAN JERRY JAMES 
MORTON CHRISTIE A~N 
UHLER LARA ANNE 








BODINE ROBIN LYNN 
WATSON TERRENCE E 
LYONS PAULA KAY 
MEEKER MICHELLE D 
CRAIG LYNNE MARIE 
LONGFELLOW CARl ANN 
STAHL LISA MARIE 
MCMILLIN LEZLJE KAY 
CHESNUT ROBIN LEE 
COX PEGGY .JO 
STREET 
•10 FORD CT 
BOll 314 
601 LINDEN ST 
2111 VISTA DEL RIO 
1<'02 BUSH 
6007 N BENT OAK 
RT 2e BOX 222 
400 WOOD CREST OR 
STREET 
915 W CRAWFORD ST 
STREET 
RT 1e BOX 323 
24 WOODLAND HILLS AV 
211 MARTIN CT •e 
6 VIEW POINT OR 
1317 HARMON 
166E BRADFORD 
107 N CHURCH ST 
PO BOX 635 
DEAN•S LlST tul< t·ALL 198t! 
179 - TAZEWELL 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
CREVE COEUR IL ~1611 
OEEf; Cf;EEK IL 61733 
DELAVAN IL 61734 
MORTON IL 61550 
PEKIN IL 61554 
PEKIN IL 
PECRJA IL 61615 
TRE~OI\1 IL 61566 
WASHINGTON IL 61571 
EASTERN ILLINCIS UNIVERSITY 
OEAN•S LIST FOR FALL 1986 
181 - UNION 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
PAR IS IL 6l'i44 
DEAN 1 S LIST FOR FALL 1968 
183 - IIERMILIOt. 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
ALVIN lL 61811 
BISMARCK IL 61614 
CATLIN IL <:1817 
CATLII\ lL 61817 
DANVILLE IL 61832 
DANVILLE IL 61632 
DANVILLE lL 61632 
GEORGETmtN IL 61846 
HOOPESTON IL 
IL 61858 
CLASS tiAJ MAJCR DESCRJPTICN 
(J7 HC .. E ECC ... CMICS 
3 C2C FINANCE 
2 C17 ENGLISt-
Cf1 PSYCHOLOGY 
2 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
2 059 PCLITICAL SCIEI\CE 
2 
2 037 1-CME ECONOMICS 
3 SP PATH & A~C CT•O TCH CERT) 
PAGE 79 
CLASS t1 AJ MAJOR DESCRIPTION 
037 HCtiE ECCI\CMICS 
CLASS tiAJCR DESCRIPTICN 
3 cce BUSINESS ED~CATICI\ 
2 059 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
042 PHYSICAL EOUCATICI\ 
coe BUSINESS EDUCATION 
3 024 RECREATION AOMINISTAATION 
(fS SCCIOLCGY 
ceo UNDECLARED L~DE~GRAD MAJOR 
017 ENGLIS'"' 
2 coo UNDECLARED ~1\0Ef;GR~D ~AJCR 
3 Cl5 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
i I 
FOUREZ KATHLEEN A 
BLACKFORD ANGELA ~ 
CORNELL .ILLIAM NEIL 
RICHARDSON DOUG RYAN 




SUMMERS ~OHN FREC 




HUGE KRISTINE OAIIIN 
KNOLHOFF ~HONDA SUE 
SACHTELEBEN TRACI L 
GA~EIIISKI KATHY RENEE 




TOIIINS CAROLYN IRENE 
HUNT MARK ALAN 
WILLIAMS DONNA F 
HURLEY MICHELLE L 
AT le BOX •20 
I<T 2e BOX 112 
AT 1• BOX 320 
GRAY ST. BOX 1 
311 CONNEC Tl Cll T 
STREET 
PO BOX 163 
1203 MULBERRY ST 
STREET 
RT 1 
RT 1e BOX 18• 
709 • ST LOUIS ST 
RTE BOX 9" 
RR 1 
STJ:IEET 
PeOe BOX 308 
RT 1e BOX 208 
BOX 10" 
BOX 2"7,808 N MAIN 
\\3-
OAKIIIOOO IL f:1858 
PCTCMH IL 61865 
POTOM.IC IL 61865 
SIDELL IL 61876 
'-ESTVILLE IL 61883 
EASTERN ILLINCIS UNIVERSITY 
DEAN'S LIST FOR FALL 1988 
185 - III.IBASt-
C I TV-STATE ZIP 
KEENSSURG IL f:2852 
IL 62863 
DEAN'S LIST FOR FALL 1988 
18<ii - '-ASHif\.GlCN 
C lTV-STATE ZIP 
HOYLETON IL 62803 
HOYLETON IL ~280~ 
NASHVILLE IL 62263 
RICHVIEIII IL 62877 
IL ~2895 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
DEAN'S LIST FOR FALL 1988 
191 - IIIAYNE 
C I TV-STATE ZIP 
CISIIOE IL 62823 
GEFF IL 628.2 
NT ERIE IL 
IIIAYNE CITY IL 62895 
.. 
015 ELEfiEf\.TARY EOUC.ITION 





CLASS fiA~ MAJCR OESCAIPTJCf\. 
((7 
3 P~YSICAL EDUCATION 
CLASS NAJOR OESCRIFTICf\. 
3 081 AONINISTRATIVE INFO SYSTEMS 
OC7 ACCCUNTif\.G 
2 Ofl PSVCHOLCGY 
081 AONINISTRATIVE INFO SYSTEMS 
2 
PAGE 83 
CLASS fiAJ MAJCI< OESCRIFTICf\. 
3 027 SPECIAL EOUCATICN 
3 066 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
(27 SPECIAL ECUCATIC" 













NABZOYK SUSAN LEE 
HESS ERIC DAVID 
FITZGERALD MICHAEL 
.J 
CLEARY .JULIE ANN 
RINGSRUO TYRA LYNN 
DENARO IS GINA K 
LEGAN LAURIE LOUISE 
WILLIS .JEFF WAYNE 
DOLAK DENISE ANN 
CARSON Nl COLE A 
BERGTHOLD KIMBERL~ K 
DAVIS LORI KAYE 
PUBENTZ .JON MARK 
STREET 
STI~EET 
1854<; COACt-LIGHT LN 
1006 GREGDEN SHORES 
STREET 
Ete CHESTNUT 
246 SEABURY AD 
2207 ORCHID LANE 
1245 PLUM VALLEY DR 
152 HICKORY CR CR 
617 VINE ST 
45<;6 PARKiiOOD OR 
11933 JOSEPH 1 NE DR 
1208 GORDON ST 
RT 2o BOX l0t;A1 
16360 S MCGRATH DR 
502 i1 HlGHVIEil CT 
101 W LOCKPORT 
UtA~·~ L1~1 ru~ r~~L •~un 
1C03 - WHITE 
C lTV-STATE ZIP 
CARMI IL 62821 
EASTERt. ILLihCIS U .. IVERSITY 
DEAN•~ LIST FOR FALL 1988 
195 - WHITES IDE 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
STERLING IL 61081 
STERLJhG IL 61081 
OE.AN•S LIST FCH FALL 191Hi 
1<i7 - WILL 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
BEECHEt< IL 60401 
BOLINGBROOK IL 60439 
CREST t1ILL IL 604~5 
CRETE IL 60417 
FRANKFCRT IL 60423 
JCLIET IL 60435 
JCL IE 1 IL 60432 
MCKEN.A IL 60448 
NEW LEI'.OX JL 60451 
PEOTOhE IL 60468 
PLA INF IELO IL 60544 
PLAINFIELD IL 60544 
PLAINFIELD IL 60544 
CLASS MA.JCR DESCRIPTIC~ 
2 C37 t'OME ECONOMICS 
F~GE es 
CL~SS I'A.J MAJOR DESCRIPTION 
124 Pf<E-BUSJ"ESS 
" 
0~1 HC"'E ECCNCMICS 
~ 
r-"\aL uv 
CLASS foiA.J foiAJ(r; DESCt<IFTIC"' 
4 C10 loiARKETJNG 
4 019 I"'OUSTRIAL TEC .. NOLOGY 
~ 1(7 JCURNALISM 
4 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
2 124 PRE-BUSl"ESS 
1 ceo UNDECLARED ~"DERGRAD III!AJOA 
2 112 PRE-PHYSICAL T .. ERAP~ 
000 U~DECLAI<ED ~~DERGR.AO loiAJOP 
2 C1!: ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
124 Ft<E-BUSINESS 
4 1C4 .. EALTH STUDIES 
" 
C37 t-OME ECONOMICS 




AMBLE REBECCA SUE 




ANDERSON BRYAN T 
FIORI SUZANNE MARIE 
RUEF ANN MARIE 
SIMS GINA .J 
TAU SCHER SUE ANN 




DICKSON AUDRA LEA 
DICKSON AUDRA LEA 
HOFFMAN NATHAN JO~ 
PATTON ROBERT D 
MULLIN .JOSEPH AARCN 
BEKERNEIER CHRIS D 
FERGUSON TERESA L 
BERTOLD OERCN .JOHN 
MARTINO ELIZABETH R 
STREET 
206 GREENBRIAR RO 
RT 7• BOX 428 
STREET 
116 ~OLLYBRCOK DR 
707 GLENDALE AVE 
15JE DAISY ST 
6428 OLD RIVER RO 
3729 CROSBY ST 
STREET 
408 ACORN OR 
408 ACORN OR 
liT 1 
AT 1 
931 MOSBY Cl 
310 S IIETMORE 
305 II CHATHAMo AT 2 
708 N CHURCH 
101 II FRONT 
EASTERN ILLINCIS UNIVERSITY 
OEAN°S LIST FOR FALL 1988 
1<i"i - IIILLIAMSCN 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
CARTERVILLE IL 62918 
MARION IL 62959 
UtAN·~ Ll~t ruH rALL '~oo 
201 - III,..NEEAGC 
CITY- STATE ZIP 
ROCKFCf<D IL 61111 
ROCKFCRO IL 61108 
I'CCKFCJ;O IL 61107 
RGCKFCJ;D IL 61103 
RCCKFCI'D IL 61103 
RCCKFCJ;O lL 61107 
EASTER" ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
OEAN°S LIST fOR fALL 1988 
2(3 - WOCOFCf<D 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
E PECRI" IL 61611 
E PEORIA IL 61611 
EUREKA IL 61530 
GRIDLEY IL 61744 
JOLIET IL 60436 
fiETAMCRA IL 61548 
METAMCf<A IL 61548 
ROANOKE IL 61561 





























P .. GE 87 ; 
MAJOR OESCRIPTIC~ 
U"DECLAREO UNOERGRAD MAJOR 
MAJOf< OESCRIPTIC" 
















121'1 ue8 300 - OUT STATE 
NAME STREET CITY-STATE ZIP CLASS ~AJCf' DESCRI~TIC" ( . 
TYLER LISA JOYCE RT 3 BCX 395 AUROR~ IN 47001 4 (42 PHYSICAL EDLCA11CN 
DINGLER JYM 1407 CENTENNIAL CHAMPAIGN IL 61821 3 C66 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
COOPER ANA ORTIZ 1506 B ST CHARLESTON IL 61«;20 2 THEATFE ARTS 
DENNY ~ONATHAN C if123 UNlit APTS CHAI<LESTCN IL 61920 4 Cc;1 BOG PROGRAM 
GRAY DANIEL F PO BOX 866 CHARLESTON IL 61920 2 059 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
ROLLER TRACY LYNN <106 SOUTH R I OGE IN 46307 ZOOLOGY 
HARRISON SCOTT P 11<142 LEISURE OR DALLAS TX 75243 4 Cfi1 PSYCt<OLOGY 
BRAOOICK RACHEL J 715 S MONROE OECA H.R IL 62522 4 019 INDUSTRIAL TEC ... ~CLOGY 
CRABIEL JON ANTHONY 7316 N CHESTER AV l"D IA"APCLIS IN 415240 MUSIC 
BROWN ELIZABETH A 490<1 SIR LIONEL CT IL 61547 4 (45 MUSIC 
HIMEBAUGH JEFFREY P 1100 SHELBY AVE MATTOCN IL 61938 3 059 PCLITICAL SCIE"CE 
SCHIRRIPA-BAILEY NAN 5 GREENBRIAR OR if6 MATTOC" lL 61938 1C4 HEALTH STUDIES 
WISE COLLEEN ANN RT 3o BOX 253 MATTOCN IL 61938 4 OC7 ACCCUNTING 
VANDERVEEN JENNAVER 744 S PINE ST NEW LENOX IL 60451 (77 
PAYNE ANNEL lESE RT 5o BOX 3 PARIS IL 61944 4 01~ ELEMENTARY EOUCAllON 
BULLEN DONALD W JR 355 E LAMBERT OR SCHAUMBURG IL 60193 4 M.-N.AGEMENT 
POWELL KELLY ANN 709 - DELAWARE CT SELLEf'SBURG IN 47172 2 Cfi9 ZCOLCGY 
PALMER MARLEN DIANE RR 2 BOX 12 URBANA IL 61801 027 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
EIDENT JOYCE ANN 1112 BROADWAY •INDSOR IL fil«;57 4 027 
